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This Report uses publicly ava laoe,
unclassified information as bac;Kround for
an effort to describe the nature of and
motivations for Soviet international

hard-currency financial transactions.
These include all Soviet dealings with "he
industrialized world outside the Soviet
bloc and most Soviet dealings with
developing countries. The authors attempt
to determine how much, with whom, how, and
why the Soviets deal in international
financial markets. In addition, they have
aimed to assess the value of future
research into Soviet financial dealings.
The Report (1) provides an overview of the
Soviet hard-currency balance sheet; (2)
assesses the completeness of current
reporting on Soviet debts; (3) discusses
Soviet assets; (4) examines the style of
Soviet operations in international
financial markets; and (5) outlines
possible directions for future research.
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PREFACE

This report represents a first effort at describing the nature of and

motivations for Soviet international hard-currency financial trans-
actions. It is based on publicly available, unclassified information and
on interviews with financial market participants and observers. In
preparing this report, the authors had no access to classified or
proprietary information collected by government agencies, central
banks, or regulatory authorities.

Soviet international financial dealings have not been extensively
studied before, and this study is only a first step toward a full analysis
of these dealings. Clearly, much more could be done in this area,
exploiting open-source, classified, and proprietary information. In
addition to cataloguing what is readily known and knowable about
Soviet financial dealings, this report aims at identifying promising ave-
nues for future research.

This research was carried out for the office of the Under Secretary
of Defense for Policy under the National Defense Research Institute.
RAND's Federally Funded Research and Development (enter sup-
ported by the Office of the Secretary of Defense. It is part of RAND's
research program on international economic policy.
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SUMMARY

Because the Soviet Union is a centrally planned economy, Soviet
transactions in international hard-currency financial markets reflect, at
least to some extent, the goals and motivations of high-level Soviet pol-
icymakers. These transactions also reflect the state of the Soviet
economy and perhaps the views of the leadership about current and
future economic and political developments. An understanding of
Soviet international financial transactions may thus provide insights
into the perceptions and the plans of Soviet policymakers.

Perhaps more important, an understanding of the Soviet financial
situation is essential to an assessment of the long-term prospects for
Soviet economic growth or of Soviet capabilities to support client
states. A clear view of Soviet financial possibilities may be particularly
valuable in the current environment, when debate over a number of
policy questions facing the United States and the Western alliance
centers on the ability of the Soviet Union to engage in long-term com-
petition with the West.

The Soviet need for hard currencies suggests a possible lever for
Western governments in dealing with the Soviet Union. It is not clear,
however, how this lever might be used-if it can be used at all. A
better understanding of Soviet needs for hard currencies and the chan-
nels through which the Soviet Union can obtain hard currencies may
suggest new approaches to Western relations with the Soviet Union.
Alternatively, it may suggest that attempting to use financial pressure
to influence Soviet behavior is unwise-still a valuable insight.

Unfortunately, Western understanding of Soviet international trans-
actions is far from comprehensive. The Soviet Union publishes almost
no information on its financial activities, and Western analysts must
rely on less than perfect information supplied by Western counterpar-

ties to Soviet transactions. These analysts see only parts of Soviet
financial activity, and the parts they see do not always fit well
together.

THE SOVIET HARD-CURRENCY BALANCE SHEET

The most frequently cited estimates of Soviet hard-currency debt
come from a cooperative effort by the Bank for International Settle-
ments (BIS) and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD). The BIS provides estimates of Soviet assets

V



and liabilities uis-a-uis Western banks. The OECD provides estimates
of lending to the Soviet Union by the official trade financing agencies
of Western governments. According to BIS/OECD estimates, Soviet
gross hard-currency debt was $31.4 billion at the end of 1985. At that
time, the Soviet Union held deposits totaling some $13.1 billion in
Western banks, and its net hard-currency debt was some $18.4 billion.

The U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) also publishes annual
estimates of Soviet debt. These estimates differ somewhat from the
BIS/OECD figures, placing gross Soviet hard-currency debt at $26.4
billion and net debt at $14.4 billion at the end of 1985.

The Soviet Union enjoys a good "name" in international credit
markets, and few countries are able to borrow from Western banks on
more favorable terms. The Soviet Union maintains large balances of
hard-currency funds on deposit in Western banks. On a number of
occasions, the Soviet Union seems to have borrowed hard-currency
funds for no reason other than to add to its hard-currency deposits.

The Soviet Union makes heavy use of loans and loan guarantees
extended by the official export credit agencies of various Western
countries. The U.S. official export credit agency, the Export-Import
Bank, has not lent or guaranteed loans to the Soviet Union since 1977.
Similar agencies in other Western countries still do both, however. At
the end of the third quarter of 1986, 44 percent of the gross Soviet
hard-currency debt was held or guaranteed by Western governments.
The amount of direct credit outstanding to the Soviet Union from
Western governments has declined in recent years, but the Soviet
Union seems to have encountered no difficulty in replacing official
credit with private bank credit.

HOW MUCH DOES THE SOVIET UNION REALLY OWE?

It is generally recognized that neither the BIS/OECD nor the CIA
estimates of Soviet debt are really complete. Some Soviet assets and
liabilities are missed in compiling these estimates. There is disagree-
ment, however, over the potential volume of "hidden" lending from the
West to the Soviet Union. Most observers believe that "hidden" lend-
ing is minimal and that the BIS/OECD figures represent an essentially
correct picture of Soviet indebtedness.

Some observers have suggested, however, that the five Soviet-
controlled banks operating in the West may facilitate "hidden" lending
to the Soviet Union. These banks, it is said, raise funds in the West
and then forward these funds to the Soviet Union in such a way as to
exploit gaps in the reporting arrangements that form the basis for BIS
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estimates of Soviet debt. The alleged result is a potentially serious
underestimate of Soviet indebtedness.

The mechanisms identified by proponents of this view are plausible.
Funds forwarded to the Soviet Union in the manner described would
escape BIS reporting arrangements. Examination of the published
financial statements of the Soviet-controlled banks suggests, however,
that the volume of "hidden" flows to the Soviet Union through these
banks cannot be very large. The banks iuolved are just too small.
Moreover, if the Soviet Union were really intent on hiding large
volumes of lending from Western observers, other channels-not
involving Soviet-controlled banks-are available.

One potentially interesting new channel for Soviet borrowing is t'ie
Euronote market. The Soviet Union has recently reached a settlement
with the Bank of England in a financial dispute dating from the Soviet
overthrow of the czarist government. This settlement is widely
regarded as having cleared the way for a Soviet issue of Euronotes in
the London market, and market observers expect a note issue within
the year. This first issue will almost certainly be experimental and on
a small scale. If it is successful, the Soviet Union may follow it with
larger issues. Note issues may not be captured by present reporting
requirements, and our ability to monitor Soviet borrowing may decline.
A better focus for concern over the adequacy of current efforts to mon-
itor Soviet borrowing might be on whether these arrangements can or
should be adopted to cover Soviet use of new debt instruments such as
Euronotes.

THE SOVIET CAPITAL ACCOUNT AND MISSING
SOVIET ASSETS

An initial examination of the Soviet hard-currency balance of pay-
ments does not suggest that the Soviet Union is borrowing large
amounts of unreported funds from the West. Indeed, the problem is
just the reverse. At first glance, it is difficult to understand what the
Soviet Union does with the funds that it clearly does borrow. This
puzzling situation arises because Western analysts regularly see only a
part of the Soviet hard-currency balance of payments. To reconcile
what is known about Soviet hard-currency borrowing with what is
known about the Soviet uses of hard-currency funds, we must conclude
either that estimates of the Soviet hard-currency current account posi-
tion are incorrect or that some Soviet hard-currency financial assets
are "missing"-not observed by Western analysts.
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The most likely candidates for such "missing" assets are loans from
the Soviet Union to its Third-World client states. Available financial
data are sufficient to estimate the size of these "missing" assets for
1983 and for following years. Independent estimates of Soviet military
and economic aid to Third-World countries-based on trade data-

have been compiled by RAND for the years up through 1983. It is sig-
nificant that the two 1983 estimates of Soviet assistance to Third-
World countries-one based on financial data and the other on trade
data-are very similar.

This tends to confirm the validity of both estimates. Inasmuch as
they were arrived at by quite different methods, it is unlikely that
exactly compensating errors would have been made in both. This
result suggests that current estimates of Soviet hard-currency assets
and liabilities provide a fairly accurate overall picture of the Soviet
hard-currency balance sheet. Observed Soviet borrowing seems to be
just adequate to meet what we believe to be Soviet needs for hard
currency.

THE STYLE OF SOVIET INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS

In international credit markets, Soviet financial managers are per-
ceived as very hard bargainers, seeking and often getting very good
loan terms. We encountered some suggestions. however, that the
Soviet Union may sometimes be willing to pay somewhat larger loan
initiation fees (fees not usually made public) in return for attractive
(and publicly announced) interest rates and maturities.

In money markets, the Soviet style is very conservative. There is no
evidence that the Soviet Union holds significant hard-currency assets
in any form other than deposits in Western banks. Almost all of these
deposits have maturities shorter than one year, and some estimates
have it that 40 percent of Soviet hard-currency funds are on overnight
deposit.

The size of these hard-currency deposits is somewhat puzzling.
They far exceed what would be required for trade settlements, and it
costs the Soviet Union something to maintain these deposits at the
same time that it has large debts outstanding. The Soviet 'nion earns
a lower rate of interest on its, deposits than it generally pays onl it.-
loans. One explanation for these large deposit balances is that the\ are
viewed bv Soviet financial managers as doing double duv. priding a
hedge against both economic and political uncertaintv. l'oitical
developments could cut oft Soviet access t(I Western credit marktt,,
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and prudent management of Soviet finances may require "stockpiling"
of hard currencies in excess of' current needs to be prepared should
access to Western credit markets be interrupted.

In contrast to Soviet behavior in money markets, Soviet behavior in
foreign exchange markets is active and aggressive. Soviet foreign
exchange traders sometimes transact in very large lots, and these
transactions occasionally move foreign exchange markets. The trans-
actions are well beyond what would be required for settling Soviet
trade accounts, and the prevailing market view is that Soviet currency
traders are "operating a foreign exchange franchise"-they are staking
out an independent position for themselves as major market players.
This reduces Soviet dependence on other foreign exchange market par-
ticipants and allows the Soviet Union a somewhat greater degree of
privacy in its foreign exchange transactions.

The Soviet Union is also a major player in commodities futures
markets, and Soviet-controlled entities have from time to time taken
flutters (and absorbed losses) in foreign real estate markets. We also
encountered rumors of curious Soviet transactions in gold markets.

PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The research reported here illustrates some ot the value of regular
monitoring and analysis.of Soviet financial activities Financial data
provide early reliable indications of changes in Soviet international
economic relations. They also provide valuable contirmation of esti-
mates derived from other data of important aspects of the Soviet
economy. Systematic analvis of Soviet financial activities also allows
periodic assessments of how well financial monitoring systems are cap-
turing flows of hard-currency funds to and from the Soviet Union. A
better understanding of Soviet financial activity today may constitute a
useful element of a "baseline" characterization of Soviet economic
behavior, assisting in the recognition and interpretation of future
changes in Soviet international and domestic economic policies. This
research in addition demonstrates that readily available, open-source
information is sufficient to draw at least a general profile of Soviet
international financial activity. This information may be used to draw
policy-relevant conclusions.

Much yet remains to be done, however. A particularly promising
objective for further research is a better understanding of the style of
Soviet international financial transactions: the channels most fre-
qtiently Used, the kinds of transactions engaged in, and the niot ivation.
behind the transactions. Some of the data necessary tmake progress
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in this direction exist in open sources that have not vet been fully
exploited. A systematic review of the financial press for recent years,
for example, may turn up interesting bits of "market talk." Interviews
with the bankers and market participants who deal most frequently
with the Soviet Union-reportedly to be found principally in Frankfurt,
Rome, and Vienna-promise to flesh out current understanding of
Soviet operating procedures. And careful correlation of information on
cross-border banking activities published by Western central banks
might allow some analysis of the geographical disposition of Soviet
controlled assets and the sources of Soviet borrowing.

Considerably more information about Soviet financial transactions is
collected by national authorities in Western countries and by interna-
tional agencies than is made public. This information reflects particu-
lar transactions and the position of individual banks and countries
CLs-d-cis the Soviet Union. This information is (quite justifiably)
closely held. Sometimes it is not even shared among agencies of the
same government. If access to this sensitive information could be
arranged for analysts, it would probably permit new insights into
Soviet financial practice. A further round of research might begin to
explore the nature (of these sensitive data and the terms under which
the data might be made available to appropriate persons for analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Soviet dealings in international financial markets pose a puzzle for
Western analysts. The Soviet Union publishes no statistics on finan-
cial transactions with foreigners. What we know about Soviet interna-
tional financial transactions comes almost entirely from the Western
counterparties to these transactions. But none of these counterparties
is in a position to see the whole of Soviet transactions. Efforts
mounted by Western governments and financial authorities to monitor
financial transactions with the Soviet Union are by no means
comprehensive. We see only parts of the Soviet financial picture, and
these parts do not always fit well together.

In the absence of comprehensive and detailed information about
Soviet financial dealings with the West, extreme views of Soviet finan-
cial circumstances and capabilities sometimes emerge. The Soviet
Union is sometimes depicted as a powerful and effective manipulator of
international financial markets, making use of secrecy and a
widespread intelligence network to beat the capitalist West at its own
game. At other times, the Soviet Union is characterized as being on
the brink of financial collapse, borrowing heavily from the West to
support a faltering domestic economy and an increasingly expensive
foreign empire, and highly vulnerable to interruptions in the flow of
foreign capital. Most observers accept that neither of these extreme
views provides a useful summary of the Soviet financial situation. An
accurate and comprehensive understanding of the methods of and
motivations for Soviet international financial transactions continues to
elude us.

This kind of understanding could be useful to Western policymakers
and analysts. The Soviet Union is a centrally planned economy.
External financial transactions must to some extent reflect the views of
high-level Soviet policym-kers-about the state of the Soviet economy,
about the goals and requirements of Soviet policies, and about
economic and political developments that may affect Soviet access to
international financial markets. An increase in Soviet borrowing from
the West, for example, might provide the first indication that Soviet
planners are expecting a shortfall in hard-currency earnings (perhaps
because of a decline in Soviet oil production) or a rise in import needs
(maybe because of a disappointing harvest). Soviet financial transac-
tions with the West may also reflect the state of economic relations
between the Soviet Union and its client states. As we illustrate later in



this report, a careful review of Soviet hard-currency transactions can
provide an indirect indication of the volume of Soviet assistance to
client states. Because financial data are available much sooner than
the data necessary to estimate the volume of this assistance directly,
financial data may provide the earliest indications of changing levels of
Soviet support for the constituent parts of the Soviet empire.

Of even greater value to Western policymakers may be the insights
that an understanding of Soviet financial transactions allow into the
possibilities open to the Soviet Union. Hard-currency resources are
essential to the Soviet Union. Food must be imported. So must a
large share of the capital goods necessary if the Soviet economy is to
continue to grow. Often, these imports must be paid for with hard
currencies. Support of Soviet client states also requires hard
currency-to pay for their imports and, in some cases, to pay the
interest on their outstanding hard-currency debts. A part of the Soviet
hard-currency requirement can be earned through exports-primarily
exports of oil and gold. The rest must be borrowed. Any long-term
assessment of the prospects for Soviet economic growth or of Soviet
capabilities to support its client states must include an assessment of
Soviet abilities to raise hard-currency funds. This assessment will
require a clear understanding of how, when, from whom, on what
terms, and why the Soviet Union may borrow and how, where, in what
form, and why the Soviet Union holds hard-currency assets. In short,
it will require an understanding of Soviet international financial
behavior. This kind of assessment is particularly critical in the current
environment, as policy debates in the United States and throughout
the Western alliance center increasingly on the ability of the Soviet
Union to engage in long-term competition with the West.

The Soviet need for hard currencies also suggests a possible lever for
Western governments in dealing with the Soviet Union. By influenc-
ing Soviet access to Western financial markets or the terms of this
access, Western governments may be able to influence Soviet behavior.
But the use of the financial lever is by no means straightforward.
Western efforts to use financial market regulation or manipulation to
encourage particular kinds of behavior even on the part of domestic
economic interests sometimes bring surprising and unwanted conse-
quences. Trying to influence Soviet behavior is considerably more
complex, and ill-considered attempts may be counterproductive. Using
the financial resources of the West successfully to influence Soviet
behavior-if it is possible at all-will require a thorough understanding
of just what it is that the Soviet Union needs hard-currency resources
for and the channels that are open to the Soviet Union for acquiring
these resources.



The current state of knowledge about Soviet financial transactions is
inadequate to support any of the above aims. There seems, therefore,
to be an a priori case for research into Soviet financial behavior even
if this research finally shows that it is devilishly difficult to reach use-
ful conclusions on the basis of observed Soviet financial dealings. For
years, it has been common practice for Western analysts to scrutinize a
variety of Soviet activities (military exercises, for example) in hopes of
better understanding Soviet goals. motivations, and capabilities.
Perhaps scrutiny of Soviet international financial activities will prove
no less useful.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The research reported here has had two main objectives. 'he first
has been to compile the beginnings of a profile of So\iet behavior in
international financial markets: How much, with whom, how, and why
do the Soviets deal in international financial markets? We have
attempted to catalogue what is known and knowable about Soviet
financial behavior and to note the major gaps in available inf)rmation.
We have also reported speculations ()n the whys and the hows of Soviet
finance, along with evidence that confirms or rel)uts these speculations.
In some cases, this evidence is nit conClusixe. Where we cannot offer
definitive answers, we have attempted at least to clarity the questions.

We have also reported a number of anecdotes and rumors about
Soviet financial behavior. The anecdotes .nay or may not be rel)resen-
tative, and the rumors may or may not be irue. The secrecy surround-
ing financial transactions in general and Soviet financial transactions
in particular is such, however, that anecdote and rumor constitute an
important part of what we know ior what we think we may know)
about Soviet behavior. It seems worthwhile to report rumors and anec-
dotes, if for no other reason because they may suggest fruitfuil avenues
of future research. At best, anecdotes and rumors give insight into the
meaning of Soviet financial transactions. At worst, they are thought-
provoking.

The second objective of this research has been to assess the value of
future research into Soviet financial dealings. We believe that this
report provides examples of how analysis of Soviet financial activities
can provide insights that are useful in fi rmulating 1'.S. policy. But
even if one accepts that a better understanding of Si)viet financial
behavior wo)uld be usefuli. questio)ns arise abouit how much further
research is in lact possible. Informati(n on Soviet financial transac-
tions is generally verY ('loselv heLd both by the Soviets and by the
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Western counterparties to these transactions. Data that are collected
by Western governments and central banks are often regarded as
extremely sensitive and are not always shared even among different
agencies within the same government. An important aim in our work
has been to assess how far toward a useful understanding of Soviet
financial behavior information from open sources takes one and what
might be gained from access to more sensitive information.

The research reported here is of a preliminary and exploratory
nature. In pursuing this research, we have followed a general strategy
of gathering information from readily available sources. If this prelimi-
nary treatment of Soviet finances suggests that further research is jus-
tified (and we will argue that it does), more comprehensive efforts to

collect information will be appropriate in later phases of research,
when issues and research approaches have been more fully specified.

Clearly, much more extensive information gathering is possible. A
careful scouring of the financial press, for example, for anecdotes and
"market talk" related to Soviet transactions will likely yield insights
into the whys and hows of Soviet finance. Some anecdotes and exam-
ples of market talk have come our way, and we report these. We have
not, however, undertaken a systematic search of the financial press.
Similarlv, many knowledgeable observers of Soviet financial affairs are
to be found in Europe. In this research, however, we have restricted
ourselves to some twenty interviews with government officials, bankers,
and other observers of international financial markets in Washington,
New York, and London. Finally, we have restricted ourselves to pub-
liclv available information. Financial authorities in all Western coun-
tries have access to data regarding transactions with the Soviet Union
that are not routinely made public. Western intelligence agencies
presumably also gather information relevant to Soviet financial deal-
ings. In the course of this research, we have interviewed officials with
access to privileged information, but we have not sought this informa-

tion ourselves.
In this work we have turned our attention to the "hard-currency"

financial activities of the Soviet Union-activities that involve the bor-
rowing, placement, payment, or receipt by the Soviet Union of "hard"
or Western currencies. Included among these hard-currency transac-
tions are essentially all Soviet dealings with the industrialized world
outside the Soviet bloc1 and most Soviet dealings with developing
countries. We are not concerned with Soviet transactions with other

'Among Western industrialized countries, only Finland has any nible-based transac-
tions with the Soviet t'nion.



members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA).-
Most of these transactions are carried out in so-called convertible
rubles, a currency that is not, despite its name, convertible into
Western currencies.

OUTLINE OF THE REPORT

Section II of this report provides an overview of the Soviet hard-
currency balance sheet. It offers estimates of the gross and net indebt-
edness of the Soviet Union to Western creditors, and describes the
sources from which these estimates are drawn. It also characterizes
Soviet hard-currency assets and liabilities, detailing the terms of Soviet
borrowings and the disposition of visible Soviet assets. Section III
assesses the completeness of current reporting on Soviet debts. In par-
ticular, this section addresses (and casts some doubt on) recent sugges-
tions that commonly accepted estimates of Soviet debt may be
seriously understated. Section IV is concerned with the asset side of
the Soviet international balance sheet. At first glance, reported Soviet
borrowing seems to be excessive in light of available estimates of the
Soviet hard-currency current account position. This section offers a
tentative identification of apparently "missing" Soviet financial assets.
Observed Soviet borrowing from the West is shown to be consistent
with recent estimates of the costs to the Soviet Union of maintaining
its international empire. Because estimates of net Soviet financial
transactions and estimates of the costs of the Soviet empire are derived
from entirely different sources, this consistency offers some encourage-
ment that both estimates are at least roughly correct. Section V deals
with the style of Soviet operations in international financial markets.
Section VI discusses possible directions for future research.

2The members of the CMEA are the Soviet 'nion. the (;erman )emocratic Republir.
Poland, Rumania. Hungary. ('zechislwvakia. Bulgaria. C'uh. Vie na m . and Nhog, hli



II. THE SOVIET HARD-CURRENCY
BALANCE SHEET

A convenient starting point for a survey of Soviet international
financial activity is a review of what is known about Soviet hard-
currency debts and hard-currency assets.

SOVIET HARD-CURRENCY DEBT

Table I shows two often cited estimates of the gross and net hard-
currency debt of the Soviet Union at the end of 1985. (At the time of
writing, complete estimates for 1986 are not available. All indications
are, however, that Soviet gross and net debt rose sharply during 1986.)
The first is the product of a cooperative effort by the Bank for Interna-
tional Settlements iBIS) and the Organization fbr Economic Coopera-
tion and I)evelopment (OE'D . The second is the published estimate
of Soviet hard-currency debt by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency
(IA,. These estimates reflect the most comprehensive efforts at col-

lecting primary data on Soviet hard-currency assets and liabilities.
Other estimates of Soviet debt are computed, but they generally reflect
adjustments of one sort or another made to the estimates reported in
Table 1.:

Two things are immediately obvious from these debt estimates. The
first is that the Soviet Union is not among the world's largest bor-
rowers. In terms of gross debt, Brazil, Mexico, Korea, Argentina,
India. and Indonesia all surpass the Soviet Union. In terms of net
debt, numerous other contries are bigger international debtors, includ-
ing (actirding to the U.S. Commerce Department) the United States.
The second important observation is that the Soviet Union's gross debt
5, much larger than its net debt. The Soviet Union maintains exten-
sive hard-ttrrencv asset holdings.
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Table I

IAVO ES'TINIA'VEs OF SOVIET HAIRl 1 1 ENI Y D EBT AT YEAR END. 19?"-

iBillions (dt do. bllars i

fil OEU*D8

G;ross liabilities to Western banks 22.

Claims on Western banks

Net debt ito Western banks 9.7

Liabilities to official export credlit8.
agencies

Net debt 18.4

(CIA

Commercial debt I18.:
Goivernment -backed dtebt8.

G;ross debt 2fi.4

Assets in Western hank, 1 2.,

Net debt 1.
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THE SOVIET BALANCE SHEET VIS-A-VIS
WESTERN BANKS

The BIS has compiled quarterly figures on the claims (e.g., loans
outstanding) and liabilities (e.g., deposits taken) of' Western banks
uis-a-uis most countries in the world since the end of 1977. (The BIS
has also compiled annual figures for earlier years.) Bank claims on
and liabilities to the Soviet Union are included in this quarterly compi-
lation. Data on international lending and deposit taking are reported
by banks to their respective central banks. These central banks then
forward the information to the BIS, where it is aggregated to produce
figures reflecting the overall position of' the Western banking system to
borrowers and depositors in particular countries. All data collected by
the BIS come from banks: no information is collected from borrowers
or depositors. All bank claims on and liabilities to foreigners are sup-
posed to be included in the BIS statistics, and all banks within the so-
called BIS reporting area are required to supply information. The BIS
reporting area includes nearly all important financial centers in the
free world.' The most important banks that do not report to the BIS
are those located in some Arab countries.

BIS reporting arrangements are not perfect. Some Soviet assets and
liabilities ris--Uis Western banks are undoubtedly missed in this
accounting. (For more on the gaps in BIS reporting arrangements, see
Sec. 1Ii BIS figures are, however, considered to be reliable, not least
because they are based on reports from central banks, which have legal
authority to audit the books of banks in their respective countries.
Certainly, the BIS provides the most comprehensive publicly available
accounting of Soviet dealings with Western banks.

Table 2 shows Soviet assets and liabilities cis-a-Cis banks in the BIS
reporting area as compiled by the BIS. Figure 1 shows the same infor-
mat ion.

The table and the fig ure show little that is surprising. Both Soviet
assets and S<oviet liabilities have grown unevenly over the period
covered bv the HIS statistics. Soviet net debt increased sharply in
198,1 as borrowing increased and assets were liquidated to finance large
grain imports. With better harvests and reduced import requirements,
the Silviet I nion rebuilt its asset holdings in subsequent years. By the
second quarter of 1986. Soviet net debt to Western banks had again
reached the tetl. recorded in 1981,. as the Soviet 1'lnion borrowed
heavilv ti) make ) tq)r a sbarp decline in oil export revenues.
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Table 2

SOVIET ASSETS AND LIABILITIES VIS-A- VIS BIS REPORTING BANKS

(Billions of U.S. dollars, at quarter end)

Year Quarter Assets Liabilities Net

1974 IV 3.3 2.6 -0.3

1975 I%" :1.1 7.9 -4.8
1976 IV 1.7 10.4 -6.7
1977 IV 4.3 11.6 -7.3
1978 1 4.3 11.4 -7 I

11 4.1 12.2 -8.1
III 4.8 12.8 -8.0
IV 5.9 12.8 -6.9

1979 1 5.2 11.8 -6.6
II 5.2 12.0 -6.8
IIl 6.9 12.6 -5.7
IV 8.6 12.9 -4.3

1980 1 7.1] 11.49 -4.28
If 6.17 12.06 -5.89
111 6.91 12.09 -5.19
IV 8.57 1:3.9 -4.82

1981 1 5.52 1:.91 -8.29
II :3.62 14.14 -M10.53
I1 4.51 15.:2,8 -10,87
IV 8.45 15.8 , - 7.4:1

1982 6.58 14.52 -7.95
11 6.7o 14..59 -7.89
III 7.47 1A.71 -6.24
IV 10.0:1 14.21 -4.18

19: I 10.11 14.,0 -:1.97

II 9.48 14.16 -4.99
Ill 8.5, 1:.l89 -5.:6
IV 9.65 16.22 -6.57
1%a  11).92 16.22 -5.:j)

1984 1 12..5 17.5() -4.65
II 11.5o 16.2( -4.76
[lI 11.11 16.14 -.5.03

IV 11 .:4 16.64 -5:(0
1985 I 8.78 16.,:4 -7,15

11 957 18.89 -912
Il1 11.11 21.17 -1l).07
IV 12.f6 22.7:1 -9.66

19156 I 1257 2:.26 -1P).69
I 1 1:.1 26.28 -12.86

III I:1 7i 28.51 -14.7C
IV 1477 2935 -14.78

S()1 R(E Bank f)r lnternatimnal Settlements.
"In the t,,urlh quarter i,19 :t. |llS reporting was expanded to include addi-

Itonal bank,- "hi- tig re and all ,uh.equent ,nes reflect the new wider report

m4 area,
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Fig. 1 So%~ let assets and liabilities according to HIS reporting banks

It isinteresting To) note that Soviet assets have not again been
(lra~k dt(i"~n to, the levels seen in 1981. At that time, there was much

('11Mient in the financilal press about the allegedly precarious financial
p isit in (it the Soviet U nion. The debt problems of Poland and
RHiaiat were attracting widespread attention, and the decline in visi-
ble - iviet asset, raised quest ions aboiut Soviet credit wort hiness. A., a
residt, So~viet acc'ess to international ( redit markets suffered and the
termis (in w hich the Soviet U nio n could borrow in International finlan -
i markets st ifIfened ci nsiderabl v.

In the years, since 1981. the Soviet I lioin seems ti have miade a con -
terted effort to rebuild it., hard-currencY assets. This appears to) be
part l, a public relations effort aimed (successfullyv, a., we shall see? at
reas suring internat ional financial markets that the Soviet C.ri((n IS

indeed creditwiirthby. PartlIy, it serves as a kind oft insurance against
ihe humiliation suffered by Poland and Romania when those count ries
"ere fo~rced to reschedule their hard-currency, loans,, Since 1981 there
hav been a number of occasions when it seems that the Soviet I nion
ha, iirriiwed primarily for the p~urpose iof' adding to its hard-currency%



assets. Perhaps the clearest example of this is found in the rapid
growth of both assets and liabilities in the last three quarters of 1985.
With the prospects for oil revenues looking bleak, the Soviet 1'nion
was nonetheless able to borrow on fairly attractive terms. The Soxiet
Union took advantage of the attractive t-rins offered to build up asset,
that might subsequently be required to cover a further decline in oil
revenues. And during 1986,. Sov-iet borrowing has been large enough to
allow further additions to Soviet hard-currency asset hioldings.

The figures reported in Table 2 and Figure 1 distort the patterns of
Soviet borrowing in an imprtant respect. The figures are all rep ,rted
in U.S. dollar equivalents, whereas large share,, %)I bith so"iet asset,
and Soviet liabilities are deniinmated in currencies- ither than dollars.
As a result, the dollar value if S viel aset,, and liahilities Ina change
because of changes in exchange rates, e ,en if there is no change in the
underlying asset or liability acciu nts,. I)uring 198T" and 1986, the dollar
declined in value relative to other major C arrencies, and consequently
the dollar-equivalent value of both sides ofI the ,<iviet balance sheet
increased. The rise in both gros and net debt shown as occurring dur-
ing 1985 and 1986 is, therefore, somewhat overstated.

The Nature of Soviet Assets and Liabilities

The Soviet assets reported in the BIS statistics are all in tHie torn it

Soviet claims on BIS-reporting banks. l)iscu.,,ions with ban kers, and
other observers of Soviet financial activities suggest that these assets
are almost exclusively short-term deposits in Western banks.
Apparently, it is rare for these deposits to have maturities lmger than
six months, and a large fraction is probably very short term. \Ve
heard one estimate that 40 percent of Soviet depisits were Ivernight

deposits.) These bank deposits are typically held in the ane (,I t he
Soviet Foreign Trade Bank Vneshtorgbank ). althiough .ime iccolntnl
are in the name of the State Bank i((osbank ir the t\ii CNIEA banks.

Missing from the BIS accounting are S iviet claim. s)n niim-banks in
the West. In concept, these unreported assets ciold include g)%ern

ment or corporate bonds, trade-related a(vance, to tIreign imijwrnr )t
Soviet goods, or equity shares in Western firms. We will return in Se.
IV to a discussiiin u ' Siiviet hard-curr-ncy as.-ets other than depi sit- in
BIS reporting banks. It suffices here toa ' v here that eo iervrs.
believe that the Soviet I ni un has substantial claii.- (in res.idents ( the
BIS reporting ciiuntries other than the hank deptuiits ret)iiried ii) the
BIS. Also missing trim the BIS accounting are. S(,let dle, it, in
banks itside the HlS reporting area.
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The liabilities of the Soviet Union to Western banks are of three
principal types: medium-term syndicated loans, short-term trade
credits, and interbank credit. Syndicated loans are medium-term loans
(usually with maturities of' five to eight years) extended jointly by
groups or syndications of Western banks. Often, these loans are made
to finance specific imports or imports associated with a particular pro-
ject. such as the contruction of a pipeline or a major industrial plant.'
Typically, these are floating-rate loans, with interest rates adjusted
every six months and maintained at a fixed spread above some refer-
ence interest rate. The usual reference rate for this and for most inter-
national lending is the six-month London interbank offer rate
(LIBOR), the rate that major banks pay on large deposits from other
banks.

Short-term trade financing extended by banks is usually of a few
months maturity and is always associated with specific trade transac-
tions. In extending these credits, a Western bank essentially pays a

\Western exporter for goods shipped to the Soviet Union. The bank
then has a claim on the Soviet Foreigni Trade Bank for the value of the
shipment. The Western bank will receive payment, with interest, some
months later, when the goods arrive in the Soviet Union. Such
arrangements are typical in all international trade, not just trade
between Western countries and the Soviet Union. What distinguishes
trade financing with the Soviet Union is that all Western bank claims
are on the Soviet Foreign Trade Bank, rather than on a variety of
private banks and importing firms, as is typical in trade among
Western countries.' Rather than negotiating a new trade credit for
each commercial transaction, the Soviet Foreign Trade Bank has
established a number of revolving trade financing facilities with syndi-
cates of Western banks. These facilities provide standing lines of
credit to be used for specified types of' trade transactions. The credit
lines are drawn on and repaid as required to finance imports. as long as
the total balance outstanding remains below the maximum credit limit.
The credits carry adjustable interest rates, similar to those for syndi-
cated loans.

'This linkage t,, particular trade transa('tion may he more a tormality than a realiv

MNoney. ,f course. i tunih e. and hard currency. funds horrwed to finance essential
mport, will free ,,ther tunds (Ir 'in e xport earnings, .ax i to r whatever purposes S let
ithrilie may desire. Thus, even when lending is tied to specific trade tranactiins,.

what act'. ties are actually being financed at tile margin necessaril remain atnhig.nus.

A, o, January 19A7. somie Soiet enterprises are allowed to maintain foreign

curren',. a'cunts Thi, could eventually lead to direct credits trom Vestern hanks to

prtular S'.let enterpri.es. At the time of this writing, no such credits ha.v heem made
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Interbank lines of credit typically provide very-short-term credit
from Western banks to the Soviet Foreign Trade Bank. The credits
are in the form of very-short-term deposits by Western banks in the
Soviet Foreign Trade Bank and are intended principally as working
balances to facilitate payments between Western and Soviet banks.
The interest rates paid on these interbank deposits fluctuate, and are
generally close to LIBOR. The Soviet Foreign Trade Bank has nego-
tiated maximum interbank lines with its Western correspondent banks
(in 1985, it claimed to have correspondent relationships with some 300
Western banks)' and draws on these lines as necessary in its day-to-
day operations. Credit advanced through interbank lines is not tied to
a particular trade transaction. Neither the maximum size of these
lines nor the extent to which they are drawn is publicly reported
(although the credits are included in the claims on the Soviet Union
reported by banks to the BIS). Most observers believe, however, that
outstanding credit to the Soviet Union through short-term interbank
deposits at any particular time is a relatively small part of the total
debt of the Soviet Union.

From time to time, Western banks have made bilateral or "club"
loans to Vneshtorgbank. These are private transactions between
Vneshtorgbank and a Western bank, and the terms of the loans are not
made public. Such interbank loans are supposed to be reported, how-
ever, to central banks and eventually to the BIS.

Missing from Soviet liabilities reported by the BIS are credits
extended to the Soviet Union by non-banks and by banks outside the
BIS reporting area. The most important source of non-bank credit to
the Soviet Union is lending by the official export credit agencies of
Western countries. These credits are reported to the OECD, and we
will discuss them below. Most ob-ervers believe that credits to the
Soviet Union from private non-bank entities in the West are rare.
Such credits would most likely take the form of supplier credits-
short-term credits to finance exports to the Soviet Union. But banks
and official agencies are generally ready to offer this kind of financing,
and there is therefore little need for Western exporters to do so.

There have been stories (never officially confirmed) of Soviet bor-
rowing from banks outside the BIS reporting area-primarily Arab
banks. The extent of such borrowing in the past and currently is
unknown. Most observers seem to believe that it was once substantial
but that it is now much reduced, if for no other reason because of the
decreasing hard-currency surpluses to be disposed of by the oil-
producing countries of the Middle East.

'Yuri [vano%. "The 60)th Anniversar' of the Bank for Foreign Trade (Vneshtorghank
of the ('SSR," F'or i' r Trczdc, Septenber 1985. pp. 8 14.
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The Terms of Soviet Borrowing

Table 3 shows the terms on which the Soviets have been able to bor-
row from Western banks in recent years. The terms reported in the
table are for publicized syndicated credits. They do not include unpub-
licized credits extended by individual banks or credits guaranteed by
agencies of Western governments. During the early 1980s, the spreads
available to the Soviet Union increased and maturities shortened. This
reflected both financial market concerns about the creditworthiness of
a number of Eastern European debtors and concerns over the safety of
international lending in general, as Mexican and Brazilian debt prob-
lems attracted considerable attention.

Since 1984, however, the Soviet Union has been able to arrange
financing on very favorable terms. Today, in fact, the Soviet Union
has one of the better "names" in international lending circles, and is
offered better terms than many sovereign borrowers. Table 4 shows
the terms of recent loans to other sovereign borrowers. Western banks
have lately offered even better terms than indicated in Table 3. In
October 1986, Banque Nationale de Paris managed a $300 million

Table 3

TERMS OF SOVIET BORROWING

(Publicly reported syndicated credits)

Average Spread Average
ipercentage points Maturity

Year above LIBOR) (years)

1976 1.03 5.00

1977 1.09 6.75

1978 0.73 8.50
1979 (.57 7.8;5
198(0 (a) (a)
1981 0.56 4.75
1982 0.62 5.25

198:3 0.92 5.38
1984 0.63 6.50

198.5 0.25 8.00
1986 (.25 8.00

SOUR('ES: 1 976 -1984. Euro-
nmone , November 198.1. 1). 18; 1985,

Eurmonr3, February 1986, p. 16:
1986, Euromorwo. July 1986, p. 183.

'No credits negotiatied in 1980.



syndicated loan at only one-eighth of a percentage point over LIBOR
for the first five years of the loan And in March 1987, the First
National Bank of Chicago managed another $200 million syndicated
loan, this for eight years, also at one-eighth of a percentage point over
LIBOR.

The Soviet Union is able to attract such fine terms principally
because its net debt is seen as relatively small compared with its export
earning potential and because of its strong hard-currency asset posi-
tion. When defending the terms that they offer the Soviet Union,
bankers also point to the flawless performance of Vneshtorgbank in
servicing previous loans. Recent declines in oil prices and declining
Soviet oil export volumes have reduced Soviet export earning potential,
but as yet there seems to have been no significant deterioration in
Soviet standing in international credit markets. Indeed, recent Soviet
loan syndications have been oversubscribed by Western banks. Soviet
financial managers seem to recognize the possibility that they may face
less favorable credit terms in the future. Thus, they borrowed heavily
at the favorable terms available in 1985+ and 1986 in order to build
hard-currency reserves.

Banks also typically charge fees for originating loans. Whereas it is
common for spreads, maturities, and principal repayment schedules for
international loans to be made public. fees are usually kept confiden-
tial. Conversations with bankers suggest that Soviet financial
managers are tough bargainers, demanding and often getting attractive
fee arrangements.: Some observers have suggested, however, that the
Soviet Union places such importance on public recognition of its status
as a first-class credit risk that it may on some occasions be willing to
pay somewhat higher fees in private in exchange for attractive spreads
and maturities than are publicly announced. Unfortunately, firm evi-
dence on the loan fees paid by the Soviet Union is not available.

The Currency Composition of the Soviet Balance Sheet

In May 1986, the BIS published for the first time estimates of
changes in bank claims and liabilities adjusted to correct for changes in
exchange rates. By comparing adjusted and unadjusted estimates of
bank claims and liabilities Lis-d-Lis the Soviet Union, it is possible to
estimate at least roughly the fraction of Soviet claims and liabilities
denominated in dollars.

During 1985, the dollar depreciated by similar amounts against most
other major currencies. Table 5 shows the percentage changes in the

T[he tlavor ot these con ersations is captured in comments on ,'Vneshtrghank's nego,
tiating stle reported in "Inside the Soviet Delbt Machine." lllrorno ,f , , anoary I. 7. pp.
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Table 4

TERMS OF RECENT CREDITS TO SOVEREI(;N B)RR()WERS

Select Publicized Credits Negotiated in 1.4s( and Earl, 19S7

Interest Rate Maturity
Borrower Spread' (Years)

Sweden I1)1 A 1,2

Portugal 1,"1) years I to 5
1/'; years 6 to 8

Thailand 1 'A 11)

Belgium 1/8

Canada 1 8 first tranche)
1'4 isecond tranchet

Iceland 3/ 16 years 1 to 6
I'4 years to 10

Bulgaria 1 4 7

J Hungary 14 years I to 4
I'A years 5 to 9

Oman 38 A

Qatar :3"S 6

Brazil 3/8 4

Malaysia 3 A years 1 to 6
1 '2 years 7 to 10

Algeria 5 'S 8

Tunisia 5/,8 5

China 5/A8 years I to 6
3/4 years 7 to 12

Indonesia 5/8 years I to 6
3/4 years 7 Ato

Greece 3 4 5

Mexico 13'16 12

Pakistan 1

Turkey I 1 4

Barbados 1 1 '7

Argentina 1 3'M 12

Yemen 1 2 '

SV)i 't 'E: Eur,,riorw. various i5~ueC'
"Percentage points above IIBOR.
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dollar's value from the end of 1984 to the end of 1985 cis-a-Uis the five
currencies other than the dollar in which Soviet assets or liabilities are
likely to be denominated. We can place hounds on the fraction of
Soviet assets and liabilities denominated in dollars in 1985 by first
assuming that all non-dollar assets and liabilities were denominated in
Swiss francs, the currency that appreciated least against the dollar.
We then calculate what fraction of all Soviet assets and liabilities
would have had to be denominated in Swiss francs to produce the
observed combination of adjusted and unadjusted changes in the Soviet
balance sheet is-a-cs Western banks. We repeat this process assum-
ing that all non-dollar assets and liabilities were denominated in
deutschemarks. the currency that appreciated most against the dollar
in 1985. These computations suggest that 36 to 43 percent of Soviet
deposits in Western banks were denominated in dollars and that 19 to
29 percent of all Soviet liabilities to Western banks were denominated
in dollars.

It is perhaps not surprising that the dollar t)lays a fairly small part
in Soviet borrowing. The Soviets generall, do not have to pa% for
imports with dollars, and there is consequently no strong incentive for
them to borrow dollars. The Il'nited States and Canada (usuallv
thought of' as the "dollar zone") account for only a bit more than a
quarter of Soviet imports from Western developed countries. The
greater importance of the dollar in Soviet hard-currency deposits may
reflect the breadth and depth of dollar financial markets relative to
those of other currencies, factors that make dollar holdings attractive
to most financial managers.

Table 5
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These estimates of the dollar component of Soviet liabilities are at
variance with estimates made shortly before the appearance of BIS
statistics adjusted for exchange rate changes. Wharton Econometric
Forecasting Associates, for example, recently estimated that 65 percent
of Soviet liabilities were dollar denominated.'

The Role of U.S. Banks in Soviet International Finance

U.S. banks are neither large lenders to the Soviet U-nion nor large
takers of Soviet deposits. Table 6 shows the claims and liabilities of
U'.S. banks and of all Western banks 'is-d-ul'S the Soviet U'nion in
recent years. On both sides of' the balance sheet, 1U.S. banks are very

Table 6

B ANK L.END)ING TO AND) DWIOS IT TAKINM; FRtOM

THE 8t)VIET UNION

L.ending

I ', Bank, Claim-. 1 All
()%% C)A111-HIS Ilep in
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small players. This suggests that, without cooperation from .Japan and
the European countries that account for the bulk of lending to and
deposit taking from the Soviet t'nion, anv t'.S. effort to control the
flow of financing to the Soviet ,'nion through the activities of I*.S.
banks is likely to have little efTect.

Although the balance sheets t' ['.S. hanks do, not show large claims
on or liabilities to the Soviet I'nion. 1".S. hanks occasionally take an
active role in arranging loans to the Soviet 'ni<n. Late in 198.5, for
example, the First National Bank of ('hicago was one of eight lead
managers for a ..+2() million dollar loan to the Soviet Foreign Trade
Bank. In early 1987. First Chicago led another S200 million syndica-
tion for 'neshtorgbank. The lead managers of a syndication handle
much of the negotiati m and the paperwork fb r a loan, and fo(r this
effort they collect fees fron the borrower. The funds for the loan.
however, are usually provided by a large number of hanks who partici-
pate in the syndicate. The exposure oft' any single lead manager is
usually a small fractii n (if the total value o)f the loan.

OFFICIAL AND OFFICIALLY GUARANTEED LENDING
TO THE SOVIET UNION

Most industrialized countries have created institutions through
which their governments provide support for credit extended to fo(reign
purchasers of their exported goods. This support is sometimes in the
form of direct loans by government agencies to foreign purchasers,
Interest rates on these official loans are sometimes below the interest
rates the importer could negotiate on a loan from a private lender.
Official support of export credits can also be in the t'orm ot' go ernment
guarantees that a private lender will be repaid if he lends money to,
fi-ance exports. In these cases, a private lender might ,flfer a lower
interest rate than he would if the loan were not guaranteed.

Since 1974, the 1.S. export credit agency, the Export-Import Bank,
has neither made loans nor guaranteed )rivate loans to the Soviet
Union, although the official export credit agencies of )ther Western
countries continue to make and to guarantee loans to the Soviet Ilnion.
These official and officially guaranteed loans cmstitute a major source
of financing for the Soviet I'nion.

Since the end of 1982, the Organization for Economnic Cooperation
and Development (OECI) has published semiannual reports of official
and officially guaranteed trade-related credit extended by OECI)



member countries ito many countries, including the Soviet Union.'
Table 7 shows the amounts of' credits to the Soviet Union outstanding
in the past several years.

The most striking feature of' the information in Table 7 is the per-

centage of' Soviet gross debt that is accounted for by official or offi-
cially guaranteed loans. D~irect official credit outstanding to the Soviet
Union has declined during the period for which records are available.
Officially guaranteed bank lending has increased somewhat, however,

and at the end of' 198.9 nearly a half' of' the gross Soviet hard-currency
debt was held or guaranteed by Western governments.

The Soviet Union seems to have encountered no serious difficulties
in compensating for the decline in official and officially guaranteed
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horrowing at the Gent lemen's Agreement rates. and the oitI' nit n
seems quite underst andalv to have shifted away% from (tfficial lenders
in favor o)f private lenders Tahle 2 ala ve document s a rise in So'viet
net deht itt hanks since 1482 which has mo re than )ffset the decline in
Soviet debt to ificial cre-dit t rs.

Official export credit agencies () the OECD I ct tint ries do nriot alwa 'ys
abide hY the termis (tf the (;ent lernen's Agreement, and loans nia. haveI
been made tt the St tviet I nit tn at It twer than the stipulated rat e,. Fttr
the most part. th oigh. the t erm,, (i t)fficial lending tot the St tviet I 'nit n
have hect mie harsher ~Ince I 9 81.

Figure 2 also suggests a po ssible tnt iIvat it n tir the la rge deposit s inl
W~estern hanks maintained 1)tv the Stoviet t'nittn. at least h~eft tre I19S3

and perhaips into St viet depoisits in Western hanks generally



earn interest at a rate approximately equal to the IBOR~ ) rait e4
in the fig-ure. Tlhis is true for dollar-denomninatel depo(irIt. Dep,-it
rates for other currencies are higher () he. ut ha~ e T elhe
same general pattern as dollar rate,. since 19S. F H t 1 97., t hr,)',
1982. it was a mione ' -nmaking p)ropo(sitl(i on or So\Iit f ian(Iii wmiger ,

to borrow trom W\Iestern official expo)rt credlit aIgencike. ~ tI finance

imports and to deposit hard-currencY fund., that would have been used
to pav f'or the imports in the absence of the loan~s in it Western bank.
Soviet financial managers could earn more on their deposits than heyc
were paying on their loans, and this simple arbitrage operatio)n would
have been p~rofitable. Opportunities for this kind of' arbitrage miay' hake
persisted into 1985. when interest rates on short -term deposits finally%
t'ell below the rates that the Soviet U nion would have been paving i)n
t~iedium-term loans extended by official export credit agencies in 1 9S(
and 1981.



Ill. HOW MUCH DOES DOES THE SOVIET
UNION REALLY OWE?

11w past year has a seen an unumsual rtiiurt ot public disetission of

a I fe tinancia I re I; t iis w ith t he W\est .At the (enter if the discuis-
, n hav-,e been newvspaper art jules. a let tire, and journal art icles' by

Ro)ger Rohin'son. In these w.ritinigs. Robin.,or vi rreit Iv points. out that
he wkillingness' of the W'est to make loans to the Soviet U.nion untied

ispecilic projects or imports provides a soiurce (if finance that the
Nv lewts c-an use ti r what ever pu rpoises t hey wish pu rposies t hat may
nit he co nsist ent with WVestern interests. Few wiould arguLe this point.

More cont rover>\ has suirrounded Roluninns contention that avail-
abite statiit ic, may serioi isly nertt i th the gri i s and the net deht
t t11 hc Siet I 'nin. In this, sectiion. \%c will re-\iew Ritinstin> (iinten-
in)t and the availale evidence. We " ill argtie that the muechanisni

identif'ied by Ri linson t 1 whiuT finaitcial Gu to the Sm itUnion
in ight be hidden friom W\est ern repiirtin g a rra ugenuent s, while pla usible.
is not, in fact, adequate fir large tliiws of hinds. In the next smtilin.

we will argue that current estimates iif financial flow Varni the West ti

he R iviet V.n ion seemn to hie reaisi iably accurate a nd t hat available
evidence does no t seem toi support Robinson's su~ggest iott that sign ifi -
cant anmunts o)f outsanding credit to the Siivet Uniiin are missed Pq
current repiirt ing arrangements. WXe no~te, howvever, that nuew financial
tec hniques may in the futire open important gap~s in \\est em ntoinitm
ng itt the Siiviet financial situation.

SOVI ET-cONTROL LED BANKS IN THE WEST

Cent ral toi Robinsi n's argument are the activities i(if five Westemn
hianks thbut are fullv owned by the Soviet U niion. 'fable .; lists t hese
battL ittu proidoes recent estimates ut' thetir totail ujsset s, The tabhle

i-);l a 'ixtht Sii\'iet -cuintriolled bank, \\ho /(Ifi anulelititik in
iirt ht. that xska receTitlv clised after suifenrng Iteax loisses.

i i i\'- I
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These banks are all incorporated and licensed and they, all operate
in accordance with banking regulations of' their host coiuntries. For all
legal and regulatory purposes Moscow Narodny Bank, Ltd. is, fIbr
example, a British hank. What distinguishes Moscow Narodny 'rtoni
other British banks is that it is fully owned by a consortium of Soviet
entities. Prominent in this consortium are the State Banik of' the
USSR (Goshank) and the Soviet Foreign Trade Banik \nreshtorgbank).
Sovi-t-controlled banks in the West specialize in financing East-West
trade, but they are also active participants in local wholesale moneY
markets and foreign exchange markets.

For t>.e purposes of BIS reporting, these banks, are con.,idered
Western aanks. A deposit 1),\I . say, a British bank in Eurobank in Paris
is counted by the BIS as a claim by a British bank on at French hank.
In the BIS reporting scheme, this transaction is no (lifTerent t'roi at
deposit by a British bank in Banque Nationale (de Paris. But just as
the Soviet-controlled banks are considered Western banks in their bor-
rowing or deposit taking, they are considered Western banks, in their



lending or deposit placing. If Eurobank relends the funds deposited by
the British bank to the Soviet Foreign Trade Bank (a common transac-
tion tor Eurobanki, the transaction will be reflected in Eurobank's
quarterly report to the French central bank on its foreign exposure.
This report is subsequently passed along to the BIS, where an exposure
by a French bank to the Soviet Union is registered.

Discussions with hankers and with observers of international finan-
cial markets revealed the nearly unanimous view that the Soviet-
controlled banks in the West report their international transactions
honestly to the relevant national authorities. These banks, it is felt,
are highly visible symbols of full participation by the Soviet Union in
world financial markets and of market recognition of the Soviet Union
as a full participant. As such. their value to the Soviet Union is too
great to be risked for whatever advantages might be gained from hiding
a tew transactions from national authorities. Further, incomplete or
inaccurate reporting is widely regarded as difficult and risky. The gen-
eral view is that any attempt at false reporting by these banks would
likely he found out. causing considerable embarrassment for the Soviet

GAPS IN BIS REPORTING ARRANGEMENTS

This d es n,,t mean that all Western lending to the Soviet Union is

in tact reported to the IS. There are three potential gaps in BIS
repolrt ting:

1. l,ending hy hanks that do not report to the BIS. The most
important of the nmnreporting banks are located in the oil-
producing countries of the Middle East. Smaller banks L,
other l'hird-World countries would also be capable of lending
to the Soviet 'nion. but in smaller volumes. Some lending
from Third-World hanks to I'.MEA countries, although not
necessarily to the Soviet ('nion. has gone on in the recent
past. \hen lalance sheet details for Brazilian banks became
public as a result of Brazilian debt servicing difficulties, for
v xarnlple. the banks were seen to have made loans to Poland.
I .endi ug acr, the imter-(;ertman horder. The Federal Repub-
lic o (,erna nv idoes not recognize the German Democratic
Repuhhic as a separate nation. ;erman financial authorities

do not. thereiire. recognize loans by West German banks to
Ea t (G;ermiin ent ities as consltititing foreign exposure. Thus,
ai depi sit y' West (ernian hank in an East German bank
that may in turn he in lent to \'neshtorgbank will not appear
in IS rejp rt- )i intermitional lending.



3. Lending by non-banks. Only banks report to the BIS. Lend-
ing to the Soviet Union by non-banks will not be captured by
BIS reporting mechanisms.

In suggesting that the size of the Soviet hard-currency debt may be
understated by BIS figures-that funds may be moving unseen from
Western banks to Vneshtorgbank--Robinson has focused on the first
two of these gaps in BIS reporting arrangements. Figure :3 offers a
schematic view of the process by which he suggests Soviet borrowing
might be hidden.2 A Western bank places a deposit with a Soviet-
controlled bank. The Soviet-controlled bank in turn places the deposit
with a cooperative bank in a country whose financial authorities do not
report to the BIS. (There are no hanks openly controlled by the Soviet
Union outside the BIS reporting area.) This bank (n-lends the money
to the Soviet Foreign Trade Hank, which then redeposits the money in
a Western bank. The Soviet liability to the West will not be reported
to the BIS, whereas the Soviet claim on a Western bank will. The
result will an underestimate of Soviet debt and an inflation of Soviet
hard-currency deposits.

Aternatively,. the Soviet -c(mt rolled bank could deposit the fund, in
a West German bank. trom which the funds would be transferred to anl
East German bank. thus avoiding BIS reporting. The East German
bank would then pass the funds along to Vneshtorgbank. from whence
they would be redep sited in the \Vest. The result in this case would
be the same: larger So)viet claims on the West and an underestimate of'
Soviet debt.

SOME NUMBERS

Although the mechanism uggested b\ Iihir)i,n is plau.ible. avail-
able evidence suggests thai only >imall (d not> i debt could he hidden
in this way. In mid-i 986, M,.c,,w Nar,,div\ kmik. I.ld. floated a Euro-
note issue. In the prospect i... \ c ( , NaNrdrin\ di,(ls, ed details about
the geographical distributi m (i it a-.-ei prtIio, that had not pre-
viously been public. According ii the pt isr,,pett u. at the end (it 1985 .-:
percent of the bank's expniure w a> I he S ) Ili I [nin. 21 percent was
to other socialist c(uintrie>, and 2.- teren \a, i the reti tf Ihe world.
(This distribution of expoisure >. by the l av. entlirel\ c()nsist(nt with
Moscow Narodn v's stated primary mi-.-i (i ti noUli ng Fast WVest
trade. At the end of 19S5. Nhoscmii N;r ndm't ital as-sets werv t 2.2

"Th,- figuri - ua ipl Ir, i "\t,.-. a- S4 ,l in. ,.' . ' ~ ,:! ' , !.' . -'i .
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Fig. 3-Gaps in BIS reporting arrangements

billion or about $3.2 billion. With Moscow Narodny acknowledging
that three-quarters of its assets were accounted for by direct lending to
the Soviet Union and to other socialist countries, only some $800 mil-
lion could possibly have been dedicated to hidden lending to the Soviet
Union. In actuality, much less than $800 million would be available
for these purposes, because Moscow Narodny must maintain working
balances in a number of Western banks to facilitate its routine pay-
ments and currency trading operations. Thus, Moscow Narodny could
account for something well less than $800 million in hidden lending to
the Soviet Union. Further, this $800 million represents a stock of
financing, not a flow of new financing. We do not know the geographi-
cal distribution of Moscow Narodny's assets in earlier years, but if it
were similar to what was reported for 1985, the possible flow of hidden
lending to the Soviet Union would be restricted in any year to some-
thing well less than one quarter of the bank's total asset growth-a
small number in comparison with the visible financial flows to the
Soviet Union.

Unfortunately, similar data are not available for Eurobank, the other
large Soviet-controlled bank in the West. Even here, though, the
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potential for hidden lending to the Soviet Union seems limited.
Eurobank's 1985 annual report lists time deposits in other banks and
financial institutions of 13.8 billion French francs (about $1.8 billion).
Any hidden lending to the Soviet Union through the channels identi-
fied by Robinson would presumably have to be included in this
amount. As was the case with Moscow Narodny, some of these inter-
bank deposits must have been in the form of routine operating bal-
ances in Western banks. Some of the funds are also accounted for by
direct deposits in Soviet or Eastern European banks and duly reported
to the Bank of France and thence to the BIS. The remainder of the
funds, presumably considerably less than $1.8 billion, would be avail-
able for hidden lending to the Soviet Union. Once again, this is a
stock, not a flow. The likelihood that significant hidden capital flows
from the West to the Soviet Union are being funneled through Euro-
bank therefore seems small.

We do not have detailed balance sheet information on the remaining
three Soviet-controlled banks in the West. A glance at Table 8, how-
ever, will suggest that the three remaining banks are simply not big
enough to manage large stocks (to say nothing of flows) of hidden
financing to the Soviet Union.

All of this is not to argue that current Western financial monitoring
practices record all loans to the Soviet Union. They do not. The point
here is that Robinson's focus on the activities of Soviet-controlled
banks in the West is probably misplaced. The relevant parts of the
balance sheets of these banks simply do not appear to be big enough to
manage large unrecorded financial flows. New policies aimed at moni-
toring or controlling the activities of the five Soviet controlled Western
banks are likely to have little impact.

Perhaps more to the point, there is nothing in the way of hiding
capital flows to the Soviet Union that could not be done by any so-
inclined Western bank just as well as by a Soviet-controlled bank. The
mechanisms postulated by Robinson depend on the cooperation of
non-Soviet-controlled banks anyway. If there are Western banks that
are willing to cooperate in such schemes, one might wonder why
Soviet-controlled banks would be involved at all. Why not rely entirely
on cooperating non-Soviet banks and keep Soviet-controlled banks safe
from any possible accusation that they are engaged in efforts to subvert
the reporting requirements of their host countries?
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WHAT WE MIGHT BE MISSING

If the Soviet-controlled banks in the West are not the most
appropriate focus for concern over hidden Soviet liabilities, where
should we be looking? One possibility is banks and governments that
do not report their activities to the BIS or the OECD. It is widely
rumored, for example, that some Middle East oil-producing states have
in the past made substantial loans to the Soviet Union. These loans
would not have been recorded in the BIS or OECD statistics, and no
publicly available evidence either confirms or denies their past or
present existence. The prevailing view seems to be that these loans
have by now been repaid. As the financial surpluses of oil-producing
countries decline, the likelihood that more such loans will be made is
probably declining as well, although the possibility remains that such
lending is taking place.

Another potential problem would arise if the Soviets began to bor-
row actively from private non-bank entities in the West. So far, there
is no evidence that the Soviet Union has done such borrowing.
alth(igh this may soon change-the Soviet Lnion is expected to come
to market soon with a bond or note issue.

In July 1986, the Soviet Union agreed with British authorities to a
settlement of outstanding financial claims dating back to the 1917
revolution. At issue were czarist bonds that the Soviet government had
refused to honor and claims by Britons for compensation for property
allegedly seized during the revolution. For its part, the Soviet Union
sought the return of czarist financial assets held in London since the
revolution. Previously, the Bank of England had refused permission
for debt issues by the Soviet government (although Moscow Narodny
Bank made two such issues), usually citing the unresolved disputes.
Press accounts and interviews with financial market observers suggest
that, as a result of the recent agreement, permission for a Soviet issue
in the London market will now be granted.

In recent months, a steady stream of merchant banking organiza-
tions have reportedly approached Soviet financial authorities with pro-
posals for structuring and managing a debt issue, and informed opinion
has it that a Soviet issue is not far off. Matters have proceeded suffi-
ciently far that in some financial circles the identity of the London
merchant banking firm that will manage the Soviet issue is thought to
be known.

F,,r Iurt her detal Is. e ( 'ra g Frman. ".'; iets, frit ish Reach Acc(,rd (n ( 'zirit
I)eht." Wall Str,,vt J],, rra, IuI. W. 1 .19s;



A bond or note issue' would be attractive to the -oviet Il-nion prilmi-
paily because it is like] to reduce borrowing co.,ts. The Soviet ['nion
is now paying 12.5 to 25 basis points above LIBOR for its bank credit.
Some bankers estimate that the Soviet ['nion will probably pay somre-
thing like 5 basis points above LIBOR on a floating-rate note issue.
(Hungary, the only Eastern Bloc country to have floated a note issue
in Western markets, is reportedly paying 10 to 14 basis points above
LIBOR.) A successful issue would also have public relations value for
the Soviet Union. BY issuing notes in the West, the Soviet Union
would demonstrate its status as a first-class participant in interna-
tional credit markets.

A third advantage of a debt issue is that it might make it easier for
the Soviet Union to kee l) its hard-currency borrowings confidential.
The arrangement that eventually emerges is expected to be a revolving
facility for the issuance of short-term Isix months is the most com-
monv mentioned maturitV) floating-rate notes, These notes could be
issued or redeemed as needed as long as the total amount outstanding
remains below some specified limit. At the outset, the notes are likely
to be held mostly by banks: they may be a bit too exotic for other port-
folios. (Hungarian notes are for the most part held by banks.) While
held by banks, these notes should be included in the exposure to the
Soviet Union reported to the BIS. If Soviet notes become widely
accepted and are held by nonbank entities, they may no longer be cap-
tured in BIS reporting. This is not likely to pose a serious problem for
some years, inasmuch as the amount of credit available through note
issues will be limited at first. If the initial issue is successful others are
likely to follow, and eventually Western ability to monitor Soviet bor-
rowing may suffer.

In the next section, we present evidence that suggests that current
estimates of Soviet assets and liabilities are reasonably close to correct.
At any rate, the estimates seem to be consistent with what we know
about Soviet uses of hard-currency funds. This may not remain true in
the future, however, suggesting that the most appropriate focus for
concern about our ability to monitor Soviet borrowing may not be the
activities of Soviet-controlled banks. It would perhaps be better to ask
whether current monitoring arrangements can or should be expanded
to capture the use by the Soviet Union of a broader range of financial
instruments,

IThe words "bond" and "riot " are soneies used o il nturchatah, mtt the Cttial tat
press. The technical difference , that h nds are generallv iSsued wtliih it specified 1tim(e
period whereas notes can he issued continuou.], Further. h-nd,. (an tv -)icall , hei traded
in secondar markets, whereas note.s are usually IlrgI'ta I t it-i 1 gei-rail , xiwct ,d
that the Soviets , ill issue notes.



WHAT COUNTS AS SOVIET DEBT?

Robinson has also suggested that corwentional accountings of Soviet
debt. such as those presented in Table 1. give a misleading picture at
least for some purposes --of the true state f Soviet finances because
they do not include the debts of the five Soviet -controlled banks
located in the West. Robinson is correct in noting that lending to
these banks is not counted by either the BIS or the CIA as lending to
the Soviet Union. Whether our understanding of* Soviet finances
would he improved by including the liabilities of these banks, however.
is less clear.

There is. of course, no single "correct" way to view the debts of
these banks. There are arguments both for and against counting these
debts as "Soviet" debts, and which is the more useful approach will
depend on the purposes for which an account of the Soviet financial
position is being drawn up.

The principal reason for not counting the debts of the Soviet-
controlled banks as Soviet debt is that the Soviet Union has no legal
responsibility for them. Moscow Narodny Bank, for example, is a Brit-
ish corporation. In the event of a default, the bank's assets could be
seized, and the bank's shareholders (principally Vneshtorgbank and
Gosbank) would presumably lose their investment. But the bank's
creditors would have no claim against the Soviet Union or the Soviet
financial institutions that own Moscow Narodny. Indeed, because
Moscow Narodnv is for all legal purposes a British bank, it would have
access in a crisis to the "lender of last resort" facilities of the Bank of
England. In strictly legal terms, the failure of Moscow Narodny would
impose heavier burdens on British than on Soviet authorities.' Thus, if
we are seeking a measure of the hard-currency liabilities of the Soviet
nation, there seems no justification for including the debts of Soviet-
controlled banks in the West.

The argument for including the debts of the Soviet-controlled banks
in our accounting of Soviet debt is two-fold. First, even though the
Soviet Union may have no legal responsibility for the debts of these
banks, there is a strong presumption that the Soviet [7nion would bail
out the banks rather than suffer the embarrassment associated with
their default. This is what happened in the case of' Wozchod Han-
delsbank in 198'5. Thus, the Soviet Union mav recognize the debts of
these banks as Soviet debts even if Western accountants do not.

"The situation is lifferent 1,r the reconstithkted ,,\zuchcd Handelsbank. %hkch is no
linger an independent entity but a branch (t \'neshtorg hank. ic the e yent if uture
lhsses ), 'Vozichd i \'neshtrguank is fully hahle. BIS accounting ut S ,\iet borrwming
rec,gnizes this dist int t wit.
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Second, and much more to the point, the assets of Soviet-controlled
banks are available for whatever purposes Soviet authorities may
direct. 6 If in compiling an account of Soviet borrowing we seek a mea-
sure of the hard-currency funds advanced by the West that could be
used at the discretion of Soviet authorities, it may make sense to
include the debts of Soviet-controlled banks.

It would be incorrect, however, to increase conventional estimates of
gross Soviet debt by the full amount of the liabilities of the Soviet-
controlled banks. One of the important functions of these banks is to
gather deposits from Western sources and on-lend the funds to the
Soviet Union. (We saw above, for example, that at the end of 1985, 53
percent of Moscow Narodny's lending was to the Soviet Union.) These
loans have already been counted as Western bank loans to the Soviet
Union, and should not be counted again. Unfortunately, the amounts
that the Soviet-controlled banks on-lend to the Soviet Union are not
routinely made public. (The information about Moscow Narodny came
about because of a one-time special reporting requirement.) Thus,
there is no dependable way to correct for the possible double counting
of Soviet borrowing if the debts of the Soviet-controlled banks are
included in the total.

On the other side of this issue, one might ask whether it is really
correct to count, as the BIS does, the debts of the two CMEA banks
(IBEC and lIB) as Soviet debts. The Soviet Union does, of course,
have the dominant voice in managing these banks, and it is perhaps
not unrealistic to believe that the Soviet Union would make good on
the obligations of the banks in a pinch. But technically, these are
supranational entities, analogous in some ways to the World Bank in
the West. We do not consider World Bank debt to be U.S. debt-even
though the United States has considerable influence in setting World
Bank policy and might bail out the World Bank in a crisis. Perhaps
we should not consider IBEC and IIB debt to be Soviet debt. Indeed,
the CIA does not.

6Soviet authorities do not have complete freedom of action. All countries place sone
restrictions on the disposition ,f bank assets -initing, for example. the anLou ot that tan
be lent to a single borrower.



IV. THE SOVIET CAPITAL ACCOUNT AND

"MISSING" SOVIET ASSETS

In Sec. III, we concerned ourselves primarily with the sources of
hard-currency funds for the Soviet Union. In this section, we will look
at the uses to which the Soviet Union puts its hard-currency resources.
In the last section, we considered the possibility that the Soviet Union
might be borrowing more than we think. In this section, we will ask
what the Soviet Union does with the funds that we know it does bor-
row. In some ways, the disposition of Soviet hard-currency resources is
more puzzling than the sources of these funds. Casual observation
does not suggest that the Soviet Union either needs or is making use of
large hidden inflows of hard currencies. The problem, in fact, is just
the reverse. At first glance, it is difficult to figure out what the Soviet
Union does with all the funds it does borrow.

A brief review of what we know and do not know about the Soviet
hard-currency balance of payments is helpful in explaining the
apparent inconsistency between Soviet borrowing and Soviet needs for
hard currencies. Figure 4 offers a schematic summary of the known
and unknown elements of the Soviet hard-currency current and capital
accounts. The items in the upper part of the figure are relatively well
known. On current account, the Soviet Union reports merchandise
imports and exports vis-&z-vis the West. Sales of arms are not, how-
ever, clearly reported. Sometimes arms transactions are reported, dis-
guised as other types of transactions. Sometimes they are simply not
reported. On the capital account, we have reasonably good estimates of
Soviet transactions with banks in the BIS reporting area and of official
export credits extended to the Soviet Union by OECD governments.

The lower portion of Fig. 4 shows those components of the current
and capital accounts that we know less well. Estimates of some of
these components are published regularly by the CIA.' This is true of
arms sales and services transactions. CIA estimates of the Soviet
hard-currency current account exclude, however, unrequited
transfers-military and economic aid to non-CMEA countries. There
are no regular public estimates of Soviet transactions with banks out-
side the BIS reporting area. Neither are regular estimates made of
Soviet borrowing from private nonbank entities in the West or the

'For these estimates, see Handbook of Economic Statlstics, U.S. Central Intelligence
Agency, various years.
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bank deposits. Niir clo we hav regular ettatst \alha rd
currency' lending to oither ( NI A ciolnt ries ( ir 1i thI i- w rIld flati,
Finally,. the Siiviet ('nion puhllishes, no figure., (it ii suhstaint ial gild
sales, traditional 'lv co nsidered at part i i thle capital ait nt. [he tCI1A.
however, does publish regular estIiates of' S-oviet gold.als

The basic fact of balance of' pavtflent s accoint I ng 1, t hat t he current
account and the capital account halances niust h.\ definition it e equal to
each other, hut with opposite signs. A current i1CCOlunt detficit roust he
exact lv balanced h\. a capital account surplus. Put another "a..i
current account deficit must be exactlIvfinanced h)v anl iftli'. of capitall
from ahroad. This inflow can come ahout through lending i -r direct
invest ment b,, foreigners. In the case of the Sovilet 1'un niot current
account deficit would have to he offset lhv W~estern lending to thle
Soviet 1 nion. Conversely,, a current account surp~lus ttecessarilv. gives,
rise to an Oiutflow of' capital- lending ti thle rest of the wi rld or hi-
purchase of' foreign financial assets.

Table 9 presents the hasic Puzzle of' the Soviet halance of pay\nient.
The table shows the C IA estimate iif' thle Soviet hard-currency currett
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POSSIBILITIES FOR "MIS;SING" ASSETS

There are two ways u f this mycin-]i tencv'. The first it That ,ir
estimates of the Soiviet hard-currency current accmint coul d he wrng.
that Soviet imports from the West were higher ()r S,,\iet expioirt- t(, the

Vest were lowver than we thini k. 'Ihis nIght be the case, fi)r example.
it the Soviet . 'nion were advancing large ,urs to pay fi(r clandestine
activities ahroad. To the extent that paYments for such activities are
disguised as ordinary commercial transactions, however, the.\ are
presumahlv reflected in the current account Figures in the first riiw ( if
Table 9 and would no t explain the apparent discrepanc\ between
observed current accunt and ohserved capital account. These dis-
guised payments would have been observed: we would simply have
misunderstood their purpose. Tio explain a part i f the apparent
discrepancy. payments would have ti he entirelv hidden. Such pay-
ments are no douht made. It seems diiubtful. though. that cimpletely
hidden payments could amount to hillions of diollars a year. Move-
ments of suko large quantities of funds would likely attract attention
and he questioned. It seems much more likely that whatever funds are
advanced to finance clandestine ()erat.ions are disguised as some u ther

type of transaction and therefore- at least in t heory included in the
estimated current account transactions.

The cecond and perhaps more proha!e explanation for the apparent
inconsistencv in the Soviet halance oif payments is that the parts ()f the
Soviet capital account that we dii not see contain significant net lend-
ing to the West, hard-currency transfers ti other ('MEA countries. iir
the acquisiti(n (if Western financial assets not reported hy the BIS.
Put anther way, there may he signifiiant griwth of Sii iet hioldings It'

hard-currency assets in the unseen parts if the Siviet hard-currenc\

capital account. "This "missing" asset growth (oir the lie ioi the err ir
in the estimate iif the Soviet hard-currenc\ current acci tint halancel is
the sum (if the reported current acciunt balance and total oihserved net
new borrowing. This figure is shown in the last line of Tahle 9. Note
that for the years shown in the table "missing" asset growth w%-as larger
than identified net borrowing hv the Soviet Vnion: The financial flo w,
that are missing in our estimates ()if the viet hard-currencv halance
iif' payments are considerably larger than the net financial fluliws we are

ahle to identify.
What is the nature (if these "missing" assels'? There are fmr hasic

possibilities:

* Hurd-currcc '(v dai s to iithcr (C'\E.I ciiuntrii. )uring 198()

and 1981, the Soviet I nion and the C(MFA hanks advanced sig-
nificant hard-currency funds to Poland and Riomania to assist



hes.e count ries during their foreign pay, menlts crises. Nlo)s
iAbservers believe, however, that T his was (me-time assisltance
anrd has been discont inuted. If' this is the Case. such advances
wxould not account for the "missing" Soviet assets in I 9hM, 1 9,S4
o)r 19;5.1

0 1urcha.s.s of hard-currency ' us.sct., tither thari hank do-ptt.si.~ I- i ,
conceivabile that some part of' these "missing" assets could be
accounted f'or by Soviet purchases oif W\estern finiancial instru-
ments that do not show up in 1318 reporting. Almost any. sir
of' financial asset other than hank deposits wo)uld be uitable for
this purpose. Bonds issued by Western governments or co(r
Iporations are perhaps the most likely candidates, bui equities oir

direct ownership of real assets are also poissihilities. There i ,,
however. no evidence that the Soviet Vnion has made such
invest ments in any sizable amo)unt ,. The unanimuis ilew Ij
the hankers and othler observers o)f international tinani al
markets that we talked to was that t heyv had never heard o)f

large-scale Soviet purchases (i assets j)ther than hank depos"it
and that t hey% were ci fident that the % wi uld hear al it any

,ub~a aia)SM iiet act i i t - it this sort .Mo~ret iver. Soviet lack of
mt erest In these( markets is apparentilv nit tfor lack of' trvying onl
he part () Wet ern financial ( iperat i rs. We heard at number oft

time - that at steady stream (If Western financial concerns had
apprioached s ,viet financial aiithiorit ies with pro posals f'or

(vetpurchases )I oither assets, all apparent lv unsuccesst'ull ,-.
* J).o'.t. min- rep 'rting banks. Another possibility is that

he Svitshaive made large depo)sits in banks that do riot
rep irt to the HI.This is generally thbought to bie unlikely
be( atie there are few banks (il so ide thle 1318 reporting area that
are large eni ugh to) ahsi irb stibst ant ial Soviet depiosit s. Suich
depo)sit. are nit inmpiissible. however. A recent article in the
F-inaiiftal irnT .. I tr exantlile, ni ied anl Unexpected and unlex-
plai ned rise ift sime *'30 mill io n in Indian hard-cuirrency,

rsve.There is no evidencve, direct ir it herwis. htti

rise iiirsre reflects Soviet hard -currencY depiisit s in Indian

F h ai ;T d - ,:. - l- , m fl(I -P 1 11 .1 4 I1 ,



banks. It Is clear that ,nic'hi iliwei uitexpecieill\ large

ha rd -cu rrency-' deposits in Indian bank' at the end )I the

1 9SF 1986 fiscal year. Since, I ndia I wi side t he HI S rep irt ing

area, noi inf'ormation is pulicly, available tio indicate t he mwner-
ship of the new deposits.

*Assistarncf to, I/ird- W 'rid i/li n tatc s. The most li kel\ expla

nat iiin 1'or the "missing" S(iviet assets is that t hey represent
assistance to Soviet client states, in the Third Wi irld. on-

ines this assist ance takes the tii iof direct grants. In iot her
instances, the assistance is in the florrn (of loans. In thet, latter
Cases, it is, apparentlv rare that hard- tei rrencv t\ifnd, are act nal lv

advanced ti the recipient. Rather, the Si iviet I ni i agreesIf
pi it ponernent s ift paymient t'(r merc handise e xpi irt, al ready

supplied. IDi rect aid pavmient s (hi nit st rict ly constitute Si )viet

assets: these transact ins should properl 'v be included under
in requiited t a nfsters in t he Siliviet hard-cu rrencv' ci irrent

accouint. Nei thftr niav it he ent Irely.i ap pri)p riate to((,) cisider fi r
mal 1i ans t these cl ient states as true S4i viet as sets i nasnnich

a., the likelihood that the lioans wvill w\er he repaidI :> prohaihlv.
tnl.Bit h kind& (it t raictiiis. oevr are excluded fri m

he pitt t he f viet halance i)t .payments, that are re gularl\
avalihie ti() inr t'st mnatedl by Western anal vest s;. These t ransac -

ii ins ciuld ;icil iint foi r a part i if appa rent iv excesIve Siiviet

FINDING THE "MISSING" ASSETS

To) sumnwarize the preceding iicus.ii n. the moist likely piissibilitics
for "hidden' Si vict asset are 1Ii mi. and di rect aid toSiive client

s;tates in the T1hi rd Wo(rld. Table D( -i ) recent RA\NI) estimates (it'
Soviet loans, and aid in I92

iioiq:iit Iu If - 't t in -nii- Ii i rnhm - 7 mi''.- i ,- jm zi-n i I nikri,- i 1,. 1-ip' , "I'I l

e ier.- dm i N . e t, 'r immi '-- %%i -j t r h(l r, ii mii' h- w.-I- i



Table 10)

I I )I N\ I; [H1 i \-NI I S,, NG- (I FIVI A.STS 1.(1 JA NS
A \N1) Ail1)IP) N (IN ( %IFA ('Ot N I RI FKS. Is.

I LrTp

" , in Cltrlt- \ I T,r, 1K WX Crime, 1K 1. Nell.
'Aniler,.n, trid F 1). lrimnner. i -t, ind~ icri."i "I

T'hese estinmates wvere made completely independently of the est i-
male, IfI m sng"Soiet assets sho)wn in Table 9. The methods used
In making the two( sets of estimates wvere completely different and
rei-ed wi dfi terent dat a. The striking result is that for 198:1 the
est liite, agree alimost perfect ly. The value of "missing" Soviet asset
,,r wt h derived from balance (if payments data is S6.8 billion, and the
estimate I) Smviet Iini and aid to Third World client states is S6.9
hillion.

T he almos t exact correspondence o)f these two tigures is. of course.
largely' a matter of' co incidence. The fact that the two figures are
roughly similar, however, has a number of' Important implications.
First, s ince the estimates were arrived at by very different approaches.
hey tend to confirm each other. Errors in bot h estimates are certainly

pis ble 1Iot it eems, unlikely' that large errors in the samne direct ion
and o)f the same size would affect hot h estimates. Second. the est i -
mates kiggest that, at least fu(r 1 9S1, currtnt reporting arrangements,
p riovided a fa irlv ci uplet e and accu rate pict ure of the overall Soviet

I .r -ir itirp '-- i d.,f i, atler whitk h i, he~vi' - ii iaaII hei cit~ Ani inpaii -,r
tix prt , it .;i latrd irrini \ ex prt. mii I an i ,Iiiil ed -v inim~ hie rt(I rdedl n
It i 1 , ;11 a It I ; I o II I 11 ii T m tai(r iw het her t lit, Ila\ Ti-it I flit Isa w , 1 receix edi w it,

de~l ini r i t in d I hair- r r i !d( ' r ?I I ' e , i t'I ti a aI I ''hu , i To m I ide I)'th rile



balance sheet. All of the known Soviet borrowing from the West can
be accounted for, with none left over.

Unfortunately, similar comparisons cannot at present be made for
other years. The OECD began reporting outstanding credits to the
Soviet Union from official export credit agencies only at the end of
1982, and thus it is impossible to use balance of payments data to esti-
mate the size of "missing" assets for years before 1983. Similarly, at
the time of this writing the data necessary to estimate Soviet loans and
aid to Third-World countries for years after 1983 are not yet available.
Such estimates will be made in the future, and it will be possible to
compare the results of the two methods then. For the present, we can
only note that for the one year in which comparison is possible, the
two approaches produce remarkably similar estimates of Soviet loans
and aid to the Third World.

This exercise suggests an important advantage of analysis based on
financial data. Because financial data are available fairly quickly, it is
possible to make nearly current estimates of loans and aid to Soviet
client states. Table 9 contains estimates through 1985. Relying on
bilateral trade data to make such estimates is a much slower process.
More current estimates of assistance are not yet possible. If further
comparisons show that the financial data allow a good approximation
of these loan and aid flows, then use of the financial data will permit
much more timely monitoring of Soviet support for client states.



V. THE STYLE OF SOVIET INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS

A useful understanding of Soviet international financial operations
requires more than just an accounting of the sources and uses of Soviet
hard-currency funds. In particular, we need an understanding of the
style of Soviet international financial operations: how and why Soviet
financial managers behave as they do. This kind of understanding
should help in interpreting the elements of Soviet financial behavior
that we are able to observe. It may also help us to observe more of this
behavior. The more we know about the preferred modes of Soviet
financial operations, the better we will know where to look for useful
information.

In this section, we outline what we have been able to learn about
Soviet financial style. Much of the content is drawn from interviews
with Western bankers who have dealt with the Soviet Union, and con-
sequently the discussion is decidedly anecdotal. We believe, however,
that we have been able to compile at least the beginnings of a descrip-
tion of Soviet financial methods and motivations.

CREDIT MARKETS

The observers of international financial markets that we spoke with
were unanimous in the view that Soviet financial managers are very
hard bargainers on the terms of loans to the Soviet Union. The Soviet
Union has enjoyed good access to international financial markets since
the early 1970s, and Soviet financial managers have not been shy in
demanding good terms for hard-currency financing. The Soviets seem
to take considerable pride in their ability to borrow funds at fine
spreads, and they reportedly will work tirelessly to maintain or to
improve these spreads. When funds are readily available on good
terms, the Soviet Union seems prepared to borrow heavily, even if it
has no immediate need for funds. The Soviets took advantage of
attractive terms in 1985, for example, to borrow heavily, using the
proceeds of this borrowing principally to increase their deposits in
western banks. (See Fig. 1.)

Soviet financial managers have shown a preference for coming
repeatedly to the credit markets to borrow moderate amounts-usually
the equivalent of a few hundred million dollars at a time-rather than
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arranging so-called "jumbo" credits less frequently.' This allows the
Soviet Union to maintain a more or less regular presence in world
credit markets, and as a result Soviet borrowing attracts relatively little
attention-a situation that is doubtless attractive to Soviet financial
managers.

Soviet financial managers seem to prefer to avoid negotiable credit
instruments. Such instruments can be traded in secondary markets,
and the price of Soviet debt in these markets would provide a regular
index of market sentiment regarding Soviet economic prospects.
Uncontrollable movements in the price of Soviet debt could prove
embarrassing on occasion.

Trade finance presents Soviet managers with a particular problem in
this regard. Trade bills are routinely traded in a secondary market--
the so-called a forfait market. Since 1980, however, Vneshtorgbank has
insisted that all Soviet trade bills include a preemption clause allowing
Vneshtorgbank ten days before any forfaiting deal is signed to decide
whether to buy back the paper itself. Reportedly, Vneshtorgbank
makes heavy use of these preemption clauses, effectively controlling
the price of Soviet paper on the a forfait market.

MONEY MARKETS

Soviet behavior in international money markets is uniformly
regarded as extremely conservative. We encountered no reports of the
Soviet Union's holding significant volumes of any type of Western
financial assets other than deposits in Western banks, and there was a
near-universal presumption that large-scale purchases of other types of
assets could not possibly be concealed. By all accounts. Soviet deposits
in Western banks have very short maturities, almost all less than one
year. Most seem to have maturities of less than six months, and we
heard one estimate that 40 percent of Soviet deposits were overnight
deposits. Apparently, the Soviet decision to hold hard-currency assets
in the form of fairly low-yield bank deposits is not for lack of ef'orts by
Western financial institutions to interest Soviet financial managers in
other higher-yield assets. From a number of sources, we heard stories
of a regular parade through Moscow of Western marketers of a wide
variety of financial instruments. There is no indication that these
salesmen have met with any success.

'The largest-ever \'n(-ht(-rgnk hmr%%ng - in Nt Iil I I h h, -,
$54 millin at pre~ailing ex-hangv rate-) il a Indicilrd I,,an mitIL d h\ l)rc-dn,.
Bank.
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Soviet financial managers are not active players in international
money markets. They do not generally move funds from institution to
institution nor do they change the maturity structure of their portfolio
frequently. Rather, they seem to place short-term time deposits in
.,elected Western banks, rolling over the deposits when they mature.

The most striking thing about Soviet money market operations is
the sheer size of Soviet deposits in western banks. Table 11 shows
official reserve holdings (excluding gold) of a number of developing and
industrialized countries. The table also shows Soviet deposits in
Western banks. 2 All amounts are shown in terms of months of import
cover-how many months of merchandise imports (at the average rate
for each year) could be financed by reserves. On the face of matters,

Table 11

OFFICIAL RESERVF HOLD)INGS FOR SELECTED COU'NTRIES

Excluding gold)

Months of Import Cover

Cmintr% I His" 19s1 19S2 19821 1984 19815

Australia 0.9 0.8 2.9 r.0 :3.4 2.7
Brazil 2.Ms :.:) 2.2 3. 1 9.1 8.9

Canada oji (o, 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.4
Finland .1.4 1.3 1.4 1.2 2.7 .3.4
F~rance 2.4 2.2 1.7- 2.3 2.4 3.0
;erruaiy% 2. 1 31.2 :1.5 :3.3 .3.1 :3.4

Gree 1,-, 1.4 1.0) 1.1 1.2 1.0
Dtal% 2.,s 2.7 2,0 3.0 :1.0 2.0
.laaoiil 2.1 2.4 2.1 2.3 2.3 2.5
Korea 1.(; 1.2 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.1
Pl'rtugai 1'll ().7 0.6 0.6 0.8 2.2

Span 1.2 4.0 2.9 31.0 15.0 4.5
SAedeln 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.9 1.7 1.
1Turke\ I1.0 1.2 1.51 1. - 1.4 1.3
I. K 2.1 1.8 1.5 1.4 1. 1 1.4

; S Y .2 4.8 5.0 41.9 0.7

So()tR( ES: Soviet U nion -Bank for International Settlements.
01 her ounit ries International Monetary Fund.

Thb, intent in lbe i to provide it ctniplarison A' the fioreign Currencv funds that
aire w ite djjpoo~ol of national finiancial authorites. Pri ate entities 4 most 4 the o)ther
,itrie litted in the table nimnt ailt aiolmnal tooreign iorrenc\ bank balances These

balamoe- ;irv generiill\ not a~adabli, 1,r list, b finauicial authorities hI Ow I e (loon,

h',"v~er. ill bt-en 0 irretti\ balane' al tooritrooled h\o the gioernnient



one might have expected tile Somiet I unil tii require fewer reserves
than at least some other c uintries. [or countrie, with convertible
currencies, reserves are sometimes required fir intervention ill foreign
exchange markets. The Soviet t'nior, (of c(mrse. needs no reserves for
these purposes. The table suggests that the high level of S oxiet hard-
currency holdings is not necessary simply for trade settlement s. l lost
of the countries shoiwn in the table manage their import transact inms
with much lower reserve levels. Only Spain and in recent \ears Brazil
hold reserves approaching those of' the Soviet [*nion.

Neither do these balances reflect, at least in later years, arbitrage
operations by the Soviet I'nion. We noted in Sec. 11 that before 1982.
the Soviet Union could borrow at subsidized rates from official trade
financing agencies in the West and redeposit the finds in Western
banks at higher interest rates. Given these opportunities, Soviet finan-
cial managers may have maintained higher deposits in Western banks
than were necessary for trade purposes, preferring to finance imports
by taking low-interest-rate loans rather than by liquidating relatively
high-yielding deposits. A few particularly long-term official loans
extended at the low interest rates allowed under the terms of the
OECD "Gentlemen's Agreement" before 1982 may still be outstanding.
(See Fig. 2. But since 1982, Soviet opportunities f'or arbitrage proh-
ablv have been few, and it seems unlikely that arbitrage operations
account for any significant share of Soviet hard-currency balances,.
Today the Soviet Union must pay more for its horrwi ngz than it can
earn on its deposits. Maintaining large hard-currency reserves and
large loan balances at the same time is therefore costing the Soviet
t nion something.

Large Soviet deposits do not reflect demands bv Wester bank., for
compensating deposit balances as a condition for lending ti the Si oviet
[.nion. ('ompensating balances are no longer a regular requirement in
international lending, and apparently the\ have not been required f'
the Soviets in recent years.

Some have Suggeted that larce S()viet holdings of foreign currency
reflect inefficient. de(eent ralized cash lmanagemlent in ill(' Sovit 'll monl.
Rather than being a unified 1)1t if fund., this argument goes. Soriet
deposit, reflect the holdinrgs of numerous ministries, bureaus, iud t rad-
ing organization ,. Without an efficient internal market, excess finds
held ) i one enlitl\ cannot be made available for the temporarv use ut

ant her ent itv. The result is higher overall balancs ats each financial
entity seeks to hold reserves adequate f'or its iiwn needs.

The official stiir, is that the Soviet state maintains a monopoly II
internati onal financial dealings. Hankers who deal with the Sovliets
report that almost all depoiits, if \Western banks are held in the name
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of the Soviet Foreign Trade Bank. These bankers also report that, in
their experience, a few officials seem to exercise complete control over
all Soviet deposits. It is. of course, possible that different agencies
maintain claims to separate pots of hard currency within the overall
structure of Vneshtorgbank and that a few Vneshtorgbank officials
manage the separate pots. Explanations of Soviet behavior based on
bureaucratic rigidity and inefficiency often have an a priori plausibility.
There is no direct evidence, however, to support the idea that the
bureaucratic character of the Soviet Union explains large Soviet hard-
currency deposits.

A more likely explanation for why the Soviet Union holds larger
foreign-currency reserves than most other countries is that Soviet
reserves must serve double duty. For all countries, foreign-currency
reserves provide a hedge against economic uncertainty. They provide a
store of international purchasing power that can be drawn on in the
event of an unexpected shortfall in export revenues or an unforeseen
rise in import requirements. For the Soviet Union, however, hard-
currency reserves also provide a measure of protection against political
uncertainty. Political developments may someday impede Soviet access
to international credit markets, and it would therefore seem prudent
for Soviet financial authorities to "stockpile" hard currencies against
the day when they cannot be easily raised.

BY way of contrast, notice that no country listed in Table 11 has
maintained lower reserves than Canada. Canada, with confidence in
its access to international financial markets and to International
Monetary Fund (IMFI) credit, has a longstanding policy of maintaining
foreign-currency credit lines with domestic and foreign banks rather
:han maintaining actual foreign-currency reserves. If a need for
foreign currencies should arise, the government simply draws on the
lines of credit. Soviet foreign currency holdings may be further
inflated because the Soviet I nion, not a member of the IMF. does not
have access to Fund credit, as (10 all the other countries listed in Table
11.

Another motivation for large Soviet hard-currency balances may be
a Soviet desire to be seen as obviously creditworthy. By maintaining
large and highly visible hard-currency deposits, the Soviet Union can
reassure lenders that debt servicing difficulties are unlikely. This
improves the Soviet bargaining position when dealing with potential
lenders and emphasizes Soviet independence from any lparticular
Western lender. This same motivation may explain the large foreign-
currency holdings of Brazil, the only country listed in the table whose
reserves exceed those of the Soviet Union. Since its debt crisis in
1982, Brazil has made good progress at reestablishing its credit-



worthiness in international markets. Large foreign exchange holdings
may assist in this regard.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKETS

Soviet behavior in foreign exchange markets contrasts sharply with
Soviet behavior in money markets. Western financial market
observers are unanimous in reporting that the Soviet Union is an
active and aggressive presence in both the spot and forward foreign
exchange markets. Soviet traders undertake trmnsactions as large as
$50 or $100 million at a time and are widely reported to move foreign
exchange markets with their dealing from time to time.

Soviet dealing in the foreign exchange markets seems far to exceed
what would be required for the simple settlement of trade accounts. It
appears that Soviet currency traders go out (f their way in financial
market jargon-to opirate their franchise." That is. these traders are
sufficiently active t establish themselves as independent forces in the
currency markets, with their own views about where currencies are
headed, and with the ability and the willingness to make markets in
most major currencies. Recently, a senior Vneshtorgbank official noted
that "the Bank for Foreign Trade tries to keel) a permanent presence
in the international [currencyl markets. We try to quote all our inter-
national correspondent banks all currenoies and all maturities.'' The
advantage in such behavior is that the Soviets can now buy and sell
currencies at attractive prices on their own account. BY operating
their own franchise, Soviet financial managers can also minimize their
dependence on traders in other institutions. In this way they cut the
costs of their own dealing and gain a certain amount of' privacy in their
transact ions.

Soviet interest in foreign exchange markets became evident in the
early 1970s, when the breakdown (o' fixed exchange rates in the West
opened the way for large-scale currency trading. Early on, a currency
trading team was establishe(d at Moscow Narodny Bank. Ltd.. in Lon-
don. Mostly non-Soviets with trading experience with other London
banks, this team helped to train Soviet traders wh came to London
and then went hack to MNoscow to trade for the Vneshtorghank.
Today, apparently, the hulk of Soviet foreign exchange transactions is

Yuri N. "nndranuk. d(epw, ',neral managr. (,, rr,.p(,ndn banking rv ti,,n,.
treign exchange, and nwne\ nark.t (vprat n. qt(,ied in "tn-.hv tho S'.o i t(,-

tachinrl ." Fur,,mvrwN . Januar 1it;. I, I
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managed trom Moscow. Moscow Narodnv is no longer the major
currency trading center for the Soviet ['nion.

The Soviet tendency to (entralize foreign exchange trading in Mos-
cow has been emphasized recently by the closure of' Wozchod Han-
delsbank in Zurich, This Soviet-controlled Swiss hank suflered heavy
losses during 1984 as a result of foreign exchange and precious metals
trading. No official report of the size of the losses incurred has been
issued. but published estimates have gone as high as $350 million." The
bank's chief dealer (a Swiss national) was sacked in November 1984.
and in March 1985 the bank announced that it would cease operation
as an independent entity and be replaced by a Zurich branch of the
Soviet Foreign Trade Bank. Presumably, all dealings of the newly
reconstituted entity will he directed from Moscow. Although
Wozchod's chief dealer was fired for allegedly exceeding his authority,
a number of observers with whom we spoke found it hard to believe
that losses as large as those suffered by Wozchod could have been
incurred without the Soviet shareholders of \Wozchod having at least
some idea what was going (n. To these observers, this is additional
indirect evidence that the Soviet V nion is willing to play an aggressive
role in toreign exchange markets--and that an aggressive posture can
somoetimes result in suhstantial losses.

Despite the losses at Wozchod, there continue to be rumors in the
financial communitv that Soviet foreign exchange traders are highly
successful. When pressed, observers subscribing to this view usually
offer the explanatinm that So)viet currencv traders are able to exploit
int'ormatif f collected bv Soviet intelligence services. This seems
unlikely. It is, )I c(oirse. possible that Soviet intelligence has
penetrated Western central hanks or finance ministries. The principal
%alu (f this penetration, if it in fact has occurred, must lie. however.
in the lingt erm insights that it naly allow into the policies and the
fppfrtunitlics (ft Western governments. It is hard to believe that Soviet
foIrces within Western financial ager,'ies would he comprotnised as

they iight he it Soviet financial managers traded regularly on informa-
Tifn frfm these souirces -simply to make a quick killing in the foreign
curre cv markets.

There is no) direct evidence on how successful Soviet traders actuallv
are in the f'oreign exchange markets. The indirect evidence that is
available suggests that in at least one area Soviet financial managers
have not (one well at anticipating exchange rate movements. In May

e ,,r xfmf hfl,. Nifh,,l Travers. " ,scfw Nardfiv Looks Ior New ()fpenmgs."
I b,' P,, t ifl ir, Aun i?,rt 1 p.5.f Jfp. 3n. n. .

Han, e }'~ k \\, P[r,-vcut, Wem),\,, ." ll!/ .' trcv,' .J%"L:/.M rch .? ) 9s5,.



1986, the Hank tior Internatiolnal settleent pnilhihlt'I fr the hr~t

tim t'tiflaes t hanesin the assets and jabilit ie> II! Wcstern hank,
ts-esindividual countries bo0th inI dollar terms arnd adluited to r

changes inI exchang~e rat es. These estimiates. "ere prl vided P or the
years 1984 and 1 98T5. Bv comparing the dl lar chainge in a et s and
liabilities \vith the adljust ed est imate,,, it i., possible to make at least a
rough assessment of' whet her the currency coImposition of ia particular
count rv 5 assets and liabilit ies'f! !-6-cis We~terrn banks re-1lt ed 1i)
t'oreign exchange gains. The 19A4 /1985 p~eriod is, COnvenient I Ir 1111

sotof' comparison. The (dollar generally ros duig s a
erally fell during 19S5. Thus, the chances of' large g4ains or llte~'vr

the entire period that are the result of not hing mo re than a 1,rt anal e
or untfort unate choice (It currencies, at the beginning of the peril d are
minlimized. A count,-\- that enjoyed foreign exchange ginr in hLIII
1984 and 1985 had to adjust the dollar component of' eit her it ase

or its liabliuies sometime (hiring these two y ears,.
The Soviot U.nion suffered f'oreign exchangve losses, in hLa Ii ears. In

1984. the loss wvas very small- only $87 million oIn assets, (it h I FL

lion and liabilities of' $16.6 billilon. In1 1985. bllwv.er, the tI reign

exchange loss on Soviet debt and deposit balances with Western banlks
was $1.5 billion. Apparent ly, the dolllar figuired molre prllinenittlv In
Soviet assets, than in Soviet liabilities. As the dolllar declined i III .

the Soviet U nion lost heavilY.
The currency composition of' a count ry's assets and liabhilities i, tioIt

determined solely by t'orecasts (If exchange rate movements. Th e
nature of' the count rys trade will also lplay% an impo rtant role. A col ti-

try, whose imports come p)rimarily from cuintries it) the so-called
deutschemark bloc, tlor example, mnight be expected to hIold a higher
p)ropo)rt ion (If' its liquid assets in deutschemarks than wIld it~ louttrv

that imports primarily from, say, dollar bloc count ries. Table 12 sbo
net gains or losses on assets and liabilities l.i s-a-l_ . commercial banks,
due toi exchange rate tnovements during 198-4 and 1985, ats reflected InI
HIS data, for a numher of' co-untries. The count ries in Table 12 w~ere
chosen because they ;hare so~me import ant characteristic with the
Soviet U nion. Norway and Saudi Arabia are like the SIoviet I nil ln it)

that their p)rincipal exp~ort s are pet roleum p~roduicts. Swedeni arid Filtl-
land are similar to the Soviet Union in that their impolrt s are eail
from countries whose currencies are clolselyN tied to the( deutschemark.
Hungary and the (GDR are, of' colurse. (It her mnembers I It the ( 'MFA.

01f all of' these Count ries, the SoIvet I lln ,Lltfered the largest
losses. Only Saudi Arabia. amoi ng the count ries shown, gained over the
entire period. Nolne of' these countries, nI t even Saudi Arabia, shiowed
gains in bo1th v'ears. TIhe fact retmains that tite It these coulnt ries l1st



Table 12

G;AINS AND L( SSES, WtO Etv XCHANGE AT E CHAv (NA V s
(For selecied t ii nt ries duin g 19 1h4 an PP).".

CUuntr\ Net ('ain) A lI-),lti'

Finland .15I
Nor-ay f. I I .74)i10
Sweden J5,,4.'II041

(t) -- 197 1 109

HungarN -(1.15-, 1 74 i 6 012

Soviet Vnion -- 1,01t 11 f141 16.641

MtR('E Bank tfr Internat ional sttternerit,
"Gains and lo~svs )n ase'and habilolit- e ii-: ., Wv~tern

hanks.
IIAt end 4 t~4

as heavily as did the Soviet U~nion, e~ en if' onle takes into account the
differing sizes of' their portfolio0s.

One should not make too much of' these f-igures. They show only
one aspect of' Soviet international financial dealings. We know nothing
of the gains and losses experienced 1)' Soviet currency traders in their
day-to-day transactions in thle spot and forward foreign exchange
markets. The figures do suggest however, that assertions of' highly
successful Soviet foreign exchange dealing should not he accepted
uncritically,

OTHER MARKETS

In the course of our inquiries, we heard stories abut Soviet act ivitv
in other markets. For the most part, these stories are more suggestive
of directions for future research than they are the basis of' firm conchi-
sions about how the Soviets operate in international markets.

Apparently, the Soviets are verv active in commodity futures miar
kets. Rumors of highly successful Soviet trading ab~ound here. ats t hw\
do with regard to fo)reign exchange markets. I nfo(rtunatel. at til

stage we have no way of assessing the v alidity o f' thle rtumors.
Soviet -cont rolled entities have taken occasional flutters in rcal

estate markets. We know of these mostly t h rmigh highly publicized



i ep~idto havt ist hvao~iIII Ioi rti-'it III 1t Litt 19 70is.
Finli\ t' heard some rititr, )f %(-r, nri- i2~dtriditg h% the

S()% et tIII( n t he t-ariv :\-- A t III I i1, it oa,;- a;itt"ed I hillt tii
S~()\ lei s k re hav In, -,mg h Af\lrican guild. Tnt.-Li1k' titnti i

' al)pI()rl tht K- wand price (I ,(dd, a tiaj(ar hard-(uirr-n(,, export kit thle
~ viet nn n. at at t mne Mhen the pri -pect sr \itux rt-mI

and t hu S( Iiet creditkk irt iiine--> \oerc hei tt qiie~tinned iI itterna -
ii mii markets.

All of T hese are tantalizing stories> t hat ui hear iiirt her la)kkiI1g



VI. PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

One of ir aims~ in underaking tHu research wa toasmss~. the value
Mnd the, feasibility at' turt her research into Soiviet financial hehaviar.
In t his ctinclauhing sect io n, we- co nsider whx we shoulid seek at better
uriderstanding af 't iiet tinancial liehaynaor. it hw mauch it is pissible
to k iii i ala ct Si V et fi nAncial t ransntn. and what miight ( "twit ate

usehtil next research q eps.

WHY SHOULD) WE CARE?

Anak-sis at ' oviet financial t ranisaclii ni tiler, Ve~oc-rn pali(\nak-

t'r- at nitimher if litte lits
Financial (lata proiivie same if the ea rliest rc Lalle inlicaGt Otis t

dolcohijments in thle "-i iviet ecaonanny. The. intarnatinn an Saviet
nets andliaine MOM, j Western hank, re-parted by thie Rl.' is at

c~iin pint. Ihis, inforinatin is rtjairted (laarterl\ with a lag at only
hb( i T t lir mi nt hs. Mt reav\er. t he i n tiirniat it n c ines lit t r(im theit

> ? i et I 'r1,ini ht1 tram11 \e't ern ci aInterpar! ic> i i vi) iet trTansact itn>m.

Chi:ligc~s in Siiitnet (lebI ian he the first inlicat iin at changes in)
>ailintermaional ecinitilic relat ioiis wecakening expoirts. griwing

int rt need,. changed levels d it uppnrt fu)r clienit states ire examples.
Aggr-t,,it iniial datai wil nit always (delet if what exactly has
'l hinicd. bill t1h(-( dila i(an alert anal ts and palic\ makers that same-
ThingV is in

I )i ret lT da i;t in Soii\w let ernat iunal eco nomic relatiuins are, mit

a i uvailahile (q such a t inwlx basis. The sav'iet I. nian daes pub-
i~h qilirt erl\ traile figuires wit Ii a lag, at it few' nat inls. Hitl these fig-
ire - i nit ;ilwavs reaill uisale b Western analysts. They are, tor
cXauiie, In rililcs anid t ha1. not ijrectlIy con~ert ible into meaningfiul
birdtc iurretia, \i erin Neither are the data complete: armns sales. for
xiVnITplt, a rt, ftitn niiim g rhidden. A(liit iitral mttnt hs go by whiile
t-a- t*iguire- ire adjutd and publihed by the Cenit ra Intelligence

Agetncy anid liet ire ci interpart t mde statist ics tritni lither count ries are,
ivaNL lille fi)r ci irrohoiratin.

Thet i atuatage- it isilig finani a! dajta tor slime kinds. it litiilss

~%Nera- ut-nt ir111 rated in Sl(.IV. tI Kni financial data, we wecre able tti

t-,t iniial it least tlit, r(uugh ruagnitutde itt Sav iet aid and credit ti

Thuird- Virld litin it ;it c-. Ft infmat es (it tIsw assist ance tiir Ilte \car
I I< i-fic tnauciau it(a ;t-re tiniplet ed by) Auguist a t I 98i; A.-t that



time, the most current direct estimates of this kind ot' assistance-
estimates that relied ()f trade information--were f'or the year 198t
using financial data to make indirect estimates, we were alhle to offer

evidence that the downward trend in Soviet assistance to ThIrd-World
client states that had been noted in trade-based estimates f'Or earlier

Years had continued in 19841 and 1985. Tbis observation will 1)robablY
niot he possible on t he basis,. of' trade datai tint ii t he summrer of I 9hT.

Anal ,Nsis of'tfinancial transactioins also provides a check onl other
estimates of' Soviet eco niomic activities. InI Sec. I V. fr example, we
showed that earlier estimates of' Sovie~t assistance to client states are
consistent with available financial data. ( vnthe difficult ies Inherent

in estimating many' aspects of' Si iviet econoimic behavior, it Is (i tr

ng to' have a met hod for independent co n firmat ion.
S \ -steniat ic a nalYsts ott So viet financial transactions has ,ivten us

conidence that current financial report iig arranigemnent- are i fact

providing reasonabile estimates iii SOviet bo)rro%%ing aiid irittdne>-.

As the Soviet I'tnion enters new fi nanciail mnarket s. cirrentl reptirt it n
arrangements mnat b ecome inadlequat e. WAithouit regu lar and svst enla! Ic
anal ' sis of' the entire Soviet capital acc)ttitt. te mlat nu(t recilg:nl/e a

failure oft these arrangements,. T it, rest I If (, tI b e at riinde i it rs t a1( ndit
ot the overall financial situation od t he i ntI onl.

1'nderstanding the Soviet t'inatii-al -lt ia! liii has be(' )Ile

increasingly important as debates )\ver 1-.S nat ional se(lirit v p illkv
have fo)cuse(I on the ability\ of the Stt i mon ti Llttln hleav%

outlavs for defense and toI( ) Ir)MIt CIentI sI t I es k It, ie m)dern Iz ing ,IIts

domestic econi rny. ( learl.v. imports tromt thbe 'Ae-t and \\estermi credit
to finance these imports are mjatrtamlt eelment- of Soviet ectiilic

growth development. An tnt 'rined debaite (n The abilit% ()t (fietove
I nto~n to comfpete econontticajl tk it h the, I niteil t InI thle itql mc ru
should include at realistit- ases(tuemt (f thle at ilabtilit t, anidSto

needis fbur hard -currencY hitnds. Ruegular aialsi-.' (itleinrlaiol
financial transactions is pairt 'it such armn assessmiel

('arettil monitoring of Sot et titiancid trainsaiitiiii it~ ltv PIrli Il

larlv valuable now%. Fvidenice aoc(umitilatimg 111a1 S , (It.c c
relations may he about to ibhamigi int imlprtant tvi R ctf c t, 111in.

ti the price of oil, tiir exampille. bate seriuit] \uteaikcei-i St ci Iird
ctir re n c v expot earnings. Withit shiurplt Ink rc~itl rr inc tr
he WVest, the S it ('nlI in %%ill hle t' in-eu t,, V .. c~ r -',. '

seens real toi raii.m' haordiiti-rtli x tindl tuirlili; i :-;t'

I\ r K ri ' n. K i i ~ \ .- .~
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sorts of debt instruments. The Soviet t'nion has recentlv sought (and

been denied) observer status at the next round of multilateral trade
negotiations. V.fnsubstantiated rumors persist that the Soviet n i(on

will soon seek membership in the International Monetary Fund and
the World Bank. And recent changes in S(oviet financial policies have
opened the door for a variety of new Soviet entities to become active in
international financial markets. If Soviet economic ties to the West do

in tact change in important ways, a clear understanding of the nature
and the meaning of these changes will depend on our having estah-
lished some understanding of the old set of relationships. A better
understanding of current Soviet financial practices would be a valuable

part of this haseline. Achieving this understanding requires research
now. while hankers and other financial market players who have dealt
with the Soviets in the current regime are still available and memories

fresh.
Perhaps the most tainttalizing gal in studying Soviet financial

behavior is that si mehow an understanding of this behavii r will lead
to an abiiit\ to monitor part clor t le( o Siv iet transactions, which
may in turn pro vide timelv warning oi impo rant changes, inl Soviet
policies or circumstances. Although this. gioal is beyond reach tidav. it
will n!t necessarily remain so. The nature ot 5 iviet hard-current\
financial transactions is such that in alnost all cases soitn Westerni
counterparty has full kn wledge of the transaction. I'nder certain ctir
cumstances these details are repoirted to Western financial auth rilies.
Even when they are not, the need tir communicatio in bet ween vlet
financial managers and Western financial agents offers oppirtn tin it IC
for Western intelligence services to minitor Soviet actions.

Neither the imposition of more stringent reprting requirements in
Western financial institutions nor clandestine monitiring (of conmini-
cations between these institutions and their Soviet clients ii to he
undertaken lightlv. Indeed, actions of either siort could turn olt to le
counterproductive, The point here is that in certain circumistances
either tvpe of action inight le considered. More detailed repirt in (r

monitoring could be carried out onl v( a limited basis. Wit houdit a
good understanding of hiiw and why the Soivlet t'nion ioerates in

international financial markets, there would ie little bMsis I r targetin-g
these activities i r for interpreting the result inhg daia.

HOW MUCH CAN WE KNOW?

Even if it is granted that a heler understanding imf So0iet tinamcii

behavior wmld be valuable. quest til, sill reimaini a to whether



sufficient information is available to support further research in this
area. The Soviets, after all, do not conduct their financial affairs in
public.

We believe that the research reported here demonstrates that avail-
able open-source information can be quite useful in drawing a profile of
Soviet financial behavior. Published data seem to provide a fairly
comprehensive picture of the Soviet hard-currency balance sheet.
Perhaps more important, we have demonstrated that conversations
with bankers and other financial market participants can produce use-
ful information about the style and substance of Soviet financial tran-
sactions. Even if no other information is available, periodic review of
Soviet activities through published information and interviews should
prove beneficial.

More information is available, however. As we noted in the intro-
duction to this report, our research reflects a limited effort at gathering
information. At least three sources of readily available information
about Soviet finances remain to be tapped. The first is the financial
press. We have made no systematic effort to review the financial press
for "market talk" about Soviet transactions. We have cited a few
interesting items that have come to our attention. It seems to us likely
that a thorough search of the financial press over the past few years
would produce a substantial volume of new hypotheses, opinions, and
anecdotes that would in turn provide the basis for further systematic
research.

The second untapped source of information is interviews with finan-
cial market participants outside the United States. We were fortunate
in the course of this work to be able to discuss Soviet financial prac-
tices with a number of knowledgeable observers in Washington, New
York, and London. We learned much from these conversations. But
we were repeatedly told that if we wanted to talk to the people "who
really deal with the Soviets" we would have to go to Europe. The real
centers of Soviet financial activity are Frankfurt, Rome, and Vienna,
and the Westerners who know Soviet finances the best are to be found
in those cities. Our experience in this preliminary investigation sug-
gests that, if financial market participants are approached on the right
terms and with due attention to establishing the researchers' creden-
tials, these participants are in fact willing to discuss their perceptions
of Soviet finance.

The third source of additional information is publications of
Western central banks. Most of these institutions provide some data
on the foreign exposure and cross-border activities of their resident
banks. Careful correlation of these reports may clarify which coun-
tries' banks are most important in Soviet borrowing and deposit



placement. The reports may also reflect movements of Soviet assets
from one country to another and allow analysis of' why these move-
ments may have taken place.

In addition to open-source information, a considerable volume of
sensitive and therefore unpublished data is collected. The BIS and the
OECD publish only highly aggregated data. Both organizations, how-
ever, make more detailed information available to cooperating govern-
ment agencies. Similarly, central banks and national financial regula-
tory agencies collect detailed information on the foreign assets and
liabilities (including those cis-d-uis the Soviet Union) of banks under

their jurisdiction. These agencies publish only highly aggregated fig-
ures, but detailed data are apparently maintained. National agencies
with responsibility for foreign trade and investment routinely survey
firms within their purview to gather information on international capi-
tal flows. Finally, one must presume that national intelligence services
collect at least some information relevant to Soviet financial transac-
tions.

But these sensitive data are very closely held. Preliminary inquiries
indicate, for example, that some of these data are not shared even
among different agencies within the U.S. government. Given the
proprietary nature of much of this information, it is not surprising that
this is so. A number of agencies rely on voluntary compliance by
financial institutions for routine statistical collections. Such compli-
ance is no doubt encouraged by agency assurances that reported data
will be kept strictly confidential. Whether access to these data can be
arranged for analysts-from within the government or from outside
organizations- remains to be seen. Sharing of sensitive information
among Western governments will be even more difficult. The point
here is that considerably more detailed information on Soviet financial
transactions has been collected than is generally available to analysts.
even government analysts. If some way can be found for arranging
access to these data while still preserving necessary confidentiality.

new insights into Soviet behavior may result.

FUTURE RESEARCH

The Next Objective

The work reported here demonstrates, we think, that currently
available data and our understanding of Soviet financial behavior are
sufficient to establish at least the general outlines of the Soviet hard-
currency balance sheet. We seem to have a pretty good idea of how



much the Soviet Union has borrowed from the West and "hat. In
eral terms, is done with the proceeds of this borrowing.

Our understanding is much less complete, however, when we. ,itm.

the particular channels and methods of Soviet financial tran~act,,11-
What banks in what countries are the most important c unterparlit'-
for Soviet transactions? What considerations are must important !,

Soviet financial managers in placing deposits? Are significant amouijt
of credit extended to the Soviet Union other than through pubhloited
bank syndications? Who within the Soviet hierarchy really direct, the
management of hard-currency resources, and what are the principal
objectives of this management? What is the term structure of Soiet
assets and liabilities? Is the Soviet Union likely to enter new financial
markets? Will we in fact see a Euronote issue in the near future? If
so, what form will it take? Are the Soviets likely to follow up a suc-
cessful note issue with an aggressive campaign of non-bank borrowing.'
If so, how can we monitor Soviet borrowing in the future? Today.
Soviet hard-currency assets seem to be held almost solely in the fo(rm
of short-term bank deposits. I; this likely to change? If so. how will
we detect the change' Why would a change of this sort appeal 1o the
Soviet Union.

If these questions can be answered at all, they will he ans ered onl
with a better understanding of the details and the style of Soviet inan
cial operations. We suggest that the objective for the next r(und ,,f
research into Soviet financial behavior should he to achieve this hiller
understanding.

Next Steps

The next steps toward a better understanding of the style (of Soviet
financial operations have been suggested above. We note then here
explicitly.

1. Systematically review the financial press for the last tew
years, seeking comments, anecdotes, and speculations about
Soviet financial transactions. This review should turn up
indications of which markets the Soviets deal in. the nature of
their transactions, and their most frequent counterpart ies.

2. Survey information on Soviet transactions made available by
foreign central banks and finance ministries. Although we are
unsure at this stage just what can be learned by combining
published information from a number of Western countries. it
seems unwise not to exploit all available open-source informa-
tion.



3. Seek interviews with foreign bankers and financial market
observers. We were repeatedly told that the Western financial
market participants with the most detailed knowledge of
Soviet finances are to be found in Europe-in particular, in
Frankfurt, Rome, and Vienna. An understanding of Soviet
financial methods and motivations will necessarily be based
heavily on the views of people who have directly dealt with
the Soviet Union. We should seek out such people.

4. Initiate efforts to gain access to sensitive financial informa-
tion. Much more detailed information about Soviet financ:il
transactions exists than is available in open sources. Gaining
access to this information will not be easy. It is important to
begin the process of identifying potentially useful information,
discovering what about it is sensitive, and on what terms
analysts might have access to it.
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